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LOCATED TWO MILES SOUTHWEST .lN THE 
TOWN OF BRlDCEWATER, THIS LIBERAL 
ARTS COLLECE IS AFFJLIATED WITH THE 
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN. IT CREW OUT 
OF THE SPRINC CREEK NORMAL SCHDOL A~D 
COLLEClATE INSTITUTE, FOUNDED IN 1880,1958 AND BECAME BRJDCEWAT£R COLLECE NINE 
YEARS LATER. IT HAS BEEN COEDUCATIONAL 
Published by FROM THE BECINNJNC. 
THE STUDENTS OF 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE 
"THE 0 L DEST C 0-E DUCAT I 0 NA L LI BERAL ARTS 
COLLEGE IN OL' Y IRGINNY 1 ' 
Owned by and affiliated with 
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IN MEMORIAM 
DONALD LESTER KLINE 
1936-1955 
JAMES EDWARD  
WHITLOW  
1936-1956 
SYBILLE BRUECK 
1932-1957 
My life someday must fade  
As fades the setting sun,  
Earth's cares aside be laid,  
My e.arthly labors done.  
I trust th.at t_here may be,  
When life's ev'ning sun sinks low,  
Lingering after me  
A mellow afterglow.  
-Ora W. Garber 
DEDICATION  
To every generation of students there 
are those members of the college person-
nel, who through years of s,ervice and de-
votion and innumerable acts of kindness, 
grow into the hearts of the college family. 
Bridgewater has two such personalities 
whose recent retirement has removed them 
from our campus life, but not from our 
hearts. 
One of whom we speak is a lady of regal 
bearing and dignity, who could be seen 
walking briskly up to Founders Hall each 
morning a t eight o'clock where for fifty 
years her remarkable memory, ready wit, 
and tireless efficiency as secretary aided 
five presidents through the administrative 
responsibilities of the college. 
The second of these two personalities, 
although perhaps known to fewer of us, is 
endeared to every student who ever 
worked in the college dining hall or kitch-
en. She could offer you a shoulder to cry 
on if you were sad,. or the latest joke or 
campus gossip if you were happy. We al-
ways headed to her haven, the coffee room, 
for companionship, her accumulation of 
magazines, and her Norman Rockwell mag-
azine covers on the walls. 
In retirement now, we wish the-re two 
grand ladies a lt the happiness they de-
serve, and, w:hile honoring them with our 
fondest memories, we hope to pay further 
homag.e by dedicating the 1958 RIPPL'ES to 
... Miss Mattie and Miss Mollie! 
• 
. .. 
MISS MOLLIE E. ·GLICK•M I SS MATTIEV. GLtCK 
OUR HERITAGE TWO HUNDRED FIFTY YEARS  
FOREWORD 
The Church of the Brethren had her beqinning in 1708 
at Schwan:en·au, Germany. The year 1958, therefore, 
marks two--and-one-haH centuries of Brethren his+ory. This 
year the ch1Jrch is actively observing this anniversary, 
and because Bridgewater College owes its exis+ence to 
the indomitable spirit, foresight, and ind1Jstry of the 
Brethren pioneers, and since our seventy.eight year old 
his+ory is inexorably finked with that of the Brethren, it is 
a time f·or u:s, too, to pause in reflection. Thus, the fol-
lowing section of the RIPPLES has been induded this 
year to remind us. of o,1Jr debt to The Church of the 
Brethren, and to the Shenandoah Valley pioneers whose 
dreams for higher education. evolved into the present 
institution. 


LOOKING BACKWARD  
In that America relatively untouched by the 
bruising taint of the white man's advance, in: the 
beautiful Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, there set-
tied the Brethren, people who loved peace-and 
a free land in which to practice their beliefs. They 
had come from Pennsylvania, descended from Ger-
man immigrants who came originally to America 
to find religious freedom. To them the Bible was 
not only a Holy Book, it was a guide to their daily 
lives. Their creed could be summed up in these 
words-obedience, simplicity, and love. Where 
they lived, gentleness ruled, and there men felt the 
healing touch of a simpler, less-fevered existence. 
The very land they farmed. seemed to reflect the 
temper of the people: trim, tranquil, harmonious, 
bespeak:ing a glory made of nature's peace, and 
of man's. 
Formerly called German Baptists, the 
Brethren trace their history back to 
the Pietists of seventeenth and eigh-
teenth cenhiry Germany, from whom 
they took their theology and much of 
their practice. 
From the Brethren came the 
first German Bibles in America 
and the first American religious 
magazines. 
Although the peace-loving Brethren 
would not 90 fo war, they had their 
martyrs, too. 
To them, manual toil was godly and their 
highly productive farms made their valley a 
land of plenty. 
The tempo of an almost forgotten ye$· 
terday still marks the quiet Virginia 
countryside. The pleasant farms, wood-
en bridges and fences, and other pasto-
ral scenes bring back the memories of 
less-hurried times. In Brethren country, 
old practices have not been cast aside 
merely at the appearance of modern in-
novations. Limestone springs in the val-
ley supplied the farms with water ••• 
and the meams turned the wheels of 
water mills which ground the farmers' 
9rain. 
Their houses, built of Shenandoah Valley 
limestone, reflected the character of the 
Brethren, strong and enduring. 
Churches rose in every community, many 
of them small and inadequate, others 
large and imposing edifices, but in all 
of them the same people worshipped 
the same God. 
UNQU ESTION ED FAITH  
lni centuries past in Germany their forebears 
suffered cruelly for their stubborn befiefs.. On Sun~ 
days the Brethren gathered freely to worship and 
to mingle, secure in a land where religion is part 
of everyday living, and an unquestioned faith greets 
both life and death. -
Unlike their early forebears who had been forced 
from Germantown and Philadelphia and centers of 
culfure and education by the revolution, and thus 
had the opinion that "the best place to teach fig9er-
ing and geography is in the cornfield," the valley 
Brethren of the late nineteenth century looked at 
education from a more genial viewpoint. In the 
fall of 1880, one of the Brethren, a young man of 
twenty-six, Daniel Christian Flory, fulfilled a long-
nurfured ambition by founding the Spring Creek 
Normal School at Spring Creek, Virginia. In 1882, 
the school was moved to Bridgewater and operated 
as the Virginia Normal School. 
On an April morning in 1883 a group of small 
boys sat on a rail fence and watched a group of 
men hitch up a team of horses al)E'1 plow a forty 
foot strip, of land across the "Brown Farm" out-
side Bridgewater. Perhaps later these same boys 
walked along this strip, as have hundreds of Bridge-
water students since, for this strip of plowed land 
became known as "College Street" and six years 
later the instifution which was located on the 
"Brown Farm" became Bridgewater CofJege. 
Bridgewater Fair, my heart's sweet care,  
I love thy laughing waters;  
I love thy walls and storied halls,  
I love thy sons and daughters.  
TH E PRESIDENT  
At a small college such as Bridgewater, students 
get a chance to meet and become fTiends with 
the president. Whether at such affairs as the Pres~ 
ident's Tea or in his office, everyone on campus has 
a chance to know Dr. Bowman' as an individual and 
President and t.Ars. Warren D. Bowman 
more than just a person who is head of the college. 
Students in mathematics or engineering also have 
a chance to lcnow his wife, Mrs. O live Smitli Bow-
man, instructor in mathematics. 
T H E 
Whether to plead for class excus~ or to clear up 
discrepancies in schedules, we all eventually wear 
a path to the office of the dean of the college 
DR. JO~N W. BOITNOTI, who has long en: 
dear~ h!mself to the students by his dry humor 
and d1gmfied bearing. 
Dean of Students, W. DONALD CLAGUE, and 
Assistant Dean of Students, EDNA W. SHIVELY, 
move at a steady pace to meet the demands of their 
office and extracurricular activities in the Student 
Senate. 
CAM P US  
In the various administrative offices on campus 
a potpourri of activities makes up the heart of the 
institution. We all are forced to shuffle reluctantly 
into the h-easurer's office for the inevitable quar-
terly bills. Closely connected with the treasurer's 
activities are those of the Development program. 
In this department solicitations, colleqe programs, 
and a lumni affa irs are dealt with. The Admissions 
Counselor collects data on and advises prospec-
t ive student and freshmen. The colle<;1e pastor 
serves in a vital capacity in that he must provide 
for the spiritual needs of t he sfodent body. Our 
pastor strives to know and communicate with each 
of the students here. The d ietician's office a~er­
nately receives criticism and praise as it attempts 
to placate the tastes a.nd whims of the students. 
Top, left: Mr. Cecil C. Ikenberry, Treasurer; Mrs. Amy 
Michael, Scecretary. Top, right: Mr. Jake Replogle, Director 
of Development P.rogram; Mr. A. R. Showalter, Assistant. 
Middle, le~: Mr. Edgar Wil~erson , Admissions Cou.nselDI'. 
Bottom, left: Rev. Bernard King, College Pastor. Bottom, 
right : Mrs. Rhea W . Miller, Assistant Dietit ian; Mr. Ern.est 
Fullerton, Dietitian; Mr. Kem Beale, Head Cbef. 
MOTIVATION  
The Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
never knows a slack season as he makes the rounds 
of repairs and attempts. to keep the campus grow-
ing and looking in top shape. The lilbrary stays 
busy receiving, checking, and repairing books and 
helping students through the pitfa lls of the card 
catalogue. In the Snackshop we find physical sus-
tenance and we owe our souls to the college book-
store. A~er 9 p.m. and at 10:30 a.m. on chapel 
days, anyone important may be found at this pop-
ular gathering place. The dorm mothers hear the 
problems of the co-eds and serve extra duty on 
the social and d ining hall committees. The infir-
mary is shunned by most until a cold, or as this 
year, the fl u, brings us to its doors for cures and 
medication. 
Top, left: Mr. Paul Phibbs, Superintendent of Buildings and 
Gr·ounck Top, right: Miss Agnes Kline, Librarian. Middle, 
right: Mr. Leon Rhodes, Boobtore Manager. Bottom, left: 
Dr. George Row, College Physician; Miss Bonnie Kitchen, 
Nurse. Bottom, right: Mrs.. Faith Sanger, Mrs. Pearl 
Wampler, Directors of Residence. 
fvery office is dependent on the efficiency 
of its secretaries and at B.C. there is no excep-
t ion. Whether working up through the ranks as 
students or coming in as novices, the various sec-
retaries become known to every stude nt. The 
executive offices of the Southeastern Region of 
the Church of the Brethren are located in the 
Administration Annex and the Executive Secre-
tary and his assistant are we ll-known to a ll Breth-
ren students, their offices being the hub of all 
Brethren youth activities. G irls who stay out aft-
er I0:30, boys who violate campus traffic reg ula-
tions, and anyone who likes to pursue lively con-
versons becomes acquainted with the night 
officer on campus. In the Snack.shop, class room, 
on campus, or in his office, his outstanding per-
sona lity is sought by a ll. 
Top: Mrs. Helen Shic:.kel, Secretary to the Dean; Miss Iva 
Sruba~er, Secretary to the President ; Mrs. Doris Good, 
Secretary to Alumni Secretary; Miss J anet Suter, Secretary 
to t he Dean ; Mrl. Naomi Vau9han, Secretary to Ad'missioM 
Counselor. 
Center: Mr. ~uy 'E. Wampler, &_ecutive Seuetary, South-
eastern Re91on; Mr. William Smith, Associate Secretary. 
MR. LOWEll MILLER, B.C.'s 
New Treasurer 
Bottom: Mr. Clem Bess, Ni9ht Officer. 
•• 
•• 
•• 
iii ... - -••  
--•• -•• -••--•• .. - -•• -;;  
First roY: H. 0. Polin9, G. W . Petcbe:r, I. C. Sea91r, A. M. Horst, A. D. MilJu.  
Second row: Me"'in Slaub.i1:9b, Dr. Warren D. Bowmu, Emut Spoorlein, Leland  
C. Moomaw, H. Gus M11nmn9. Thi rd row' Wesley W. Naff, Lowell N. layman,  
Jol;n T. Glick, Mark Bower. Fcarth row: Or. Frederid 0 . Do••. Harry A. Driver,  
Robert M. McKinney, Orville R. Hersc:Ji. John A. Derr, Orv•I S. Garber, Simon  
0 . G lick. 
I. C. SENGER 
President 
TRUSTEES REPRESENT COLLEGE CONSTITUENCY  
Most students only see the college trustees as five year terms, most members, usually alumni, en-
they assemble for their November and March meet- joy several tenures of office. A ll Officers are elected 
ings and at graduation. However their activities annually. Mr. I. C. Senger of Linville, Virginia, a 
affect all of us and their de<:isions are the topics 
member since 1930, is currently serving his fi~h 
of many bull sessions, especially when new campus 
year as president. Dr. Warren Bowman, college buildings are anticipated. The thirty member board 
president, serves as president ex-officio. The atten-is elected from the fourteen districts of the South- 
eastern Region of the Church of the Brethren and tion and emphasis of the board is centered mainly  
from the college constituency at large. Elected for on the study of the liberal arts and sciences.  
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T H E P R 0 G R A M  
SCIENCE HALL 
Science Hall, erected in 1953, provideJ for the  
Natural and Social Science Divisions with office  
space for the teaching staff. The Reuel 8. Pritchett  
Museum is located here.  
vanced students, special problems. 
Mrs. Elii.abeth Kyger helps a student in zoology lab 
MRS. OLIVE D. GRAHAM 
Art lnitn1dor 
DR. HARRY JOPSON 
ART  
One of the smallest departments at B.C., the 
art department however offers some of the most 
tangible rewards to its studen~. Mrs. Graham's 
students may try their hand in her wee~ly drawing 
and painting classes, or learn to understand the art 
of the ages in art appreciation class. The art de-
partment is located in East Hall. 
BIOLOGY  
The second floor of the science building houses 
the biology department. Everything from biology 
of bacteria to vertebrate anatomy is studied here. 
Mrs. Kyger and Dr. Jopson divide their time be-
tween the classrooms and laboratories as studen~ 
brave vigorous plunges into zoology, botany, phys-
iology, genetics, microbiology, baderiol09y, anat-
omy, embryology. and that ominous course for ad-
BUSINESS AND  
ECONOMICS  
A department specializing in veterans, day stu-
dents, future secretaries, and Prof. Smith's jokes, the 
business department offers enough courses to insure 
the ambitions of all future Wall Street barons. Pro-
fessors Smith and HLJeston handle the bLJsiness and 
economics courses in the science build ing and Mrs. 
May tums out secretaries in East Hall. Students 
are offered courses in all fields from salesmanship 
to the entangling meshes of federal taxes. 
CHEMISTRY  
Stockrooms, laboratories, classrooms, research 
labs and empty coca cola crates stud the third 
floor of the science build ing, where Dr. Heisey and 
Dr. G rossnickle guide the footsteps of future chem· 
ists through the many phases of chemistry. CoLJrses 
from general chemistry to the advanced chemistry 
seminar cover topics ranging from a liphatic and 
aromatic compounds to the theoretical and mecha-
nistic aspects of organic reactions. 
Or. Thurman Grossniclle worls on  
his research project.  
DR. LOWELL V. HEISEY 
Seated, Mr. James Smith. Stand-
ing, Mrs. Fran~es Z. May, Mr. 
Robert Hueston. 
ENGLISH  
Future high school teachers, Shakespeare critics, 
dramatists, and journalists find food for thought 
and consideration in the English department where 
courses in English and American literature, Shakes-
peare, English drama, novels, journalisn:, and gre~t 
booh seminars are offered. Students interested in 
speech and dramatic-s take courses in public speak-
ing, oral interpretation and the. e lements of play 
production. All classes are enriched by the pe~­
sonalities of the teachers who are famous for their 
provocative methods of stimulating the minds of 
their students. 
MR. CLARENCE E. MAY 
OR. RAYMOND ANDE.S 
Seated, Mn. Elmabeth Geiser, 
Dr. Robert Newcomb. Stand-
ing, Miu Phyllis Thompson. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
"Sprechen Sie Deutsch," "Vive la France!!", 
"Has+a la Vista!" Bridgewater offers courses in 
Serman, French and Spanish. The French depart-
ment, is the largest of the languages departments. 
Such courses as first and second year French, survey 
of French literature, French Drama, French novel, and 
independent studies are offered. The French Club, 
sponsored by department head Dr. Andes, has va-
ried activities, including a weekend rendezvous 
in Washington, D.C . Dr. Kyger's German students 
are offered fi rst and second year courses where 
they master the essentials of reading, writing, and 
speaking, and an advanced course with experience 
in advanced literary, musical, and scientific German. 
Spanish students take first and second year and 
advanced Spanish. A survey of Spanish literature 
is a lso offered. 
Dr. EDsworth Kyger 
Mrs. Virg inio1 And9' 
Mrs. Nell K. Boitnott, Mr. Fred 
Wampler. 
HEALTH AND  
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
At B.C. each student must have four semesters 
of health and physical education for graduation. 
These and courses leading to a ma jor in physical 
education are offered in this department. The physi-
cal education department has a blossoming futu re 
as the new gymnasium at last becomes a reality, 
promising am ple room for an expanded program of 
intramurals and athletic contest. Needless to say, 
this department remains one of tne more poptilar 
ones among B.C. students. 
HISTORY 
G reco-Romans, Feudalism, Renaissance , Reforma-
tion, the contemporary scene . .. anyone with in-
terests along these lines can cultivate them under 
the care of Dr. Berlin and Prof. G lick. All periods 
of history ·are touched o n in courses such as Amer-
ican, English, Latin American, European, far-east-
ern, and Russian history. Specia l studies are also 
available in The South in American history, Amer-
ican political parties, and American fore ign rela-
tions. 
Mr. Victor Glid:, Or. C•lvin Berli" 
EDUCATION  
The chief function of this department is to 
provide the professional courses generally re-
quired for certification to teach in the public 
schools. Students under Mr. Wampler's guid-
ance learn the tricks of the teaching rrad e and 
put them to p ractice in a semester of student 
teaching. 
MATHEMATICS AND  
PHYSICS  
One of the largest divisions, the math de-
partment offers a multitude of fields for stu-
dents to exercise their pent up ambitions in. 
Under the leadership of veteran professor 
Shull, the department offers challenges in a l-
gebra, geometry, trigonometry, engineering 
drawing. analytics, calculus, equations, and 
statistics. Another popular course, surveying, 
offers practical application in field work as 
can be easily verified each spring as the cam-
pus becomes studded with stakes and transits. 
Mr. Charles E. Shall 
HOME ECONOMICS  
Under the direction of Miss Howe and Miss Ho-
dum, the home economics department has one of 
the most active programs on campus, preparing 
home builders, dieticians, home economics teach-
ers in courses that cover many and various sub-
jects. Students carry a detailed course of study 
including textiles, design, construction of cloths, 
foods, child growth, nutrition, special methods, and 
home management. One of the highlights for home 
economics majors is an eight weeks stint in the home 
management house, where they gain practical expe-
rience in running a house. 
Miss S. Ruth Howe, Miss Berc:hie Hodum 
Seated, Dr. Levi S. Shively, Mrs. O live S. Bowman. 
Standin9, Mr. Rudolph A. G iid:. 
MUSIC  
Music, the largest department in the college pro-
gram, serves a number of purpos.es. Its main func-
tion is to extend the cultural advantages of musical 
education to all students in order to develop an 
appreciation of good music and to cultivate skill 
in the various branches of musical art. It also pre-
pares private, grade school and high school teach-
ers and supervisors, develops church musicians and 
offers pre-conservatory courses and the B.A. and 
B.S. degrees in music education. 
Top: Mn. Rutfl W. St.suffer, Miss Olivia Cool. 
Bottom: Mr. Galen Stinebaugh, Mr. Roger E.  
Cole.  
Music tlieory, harmony, instruments, 
sight singing, ear training, music meth-
ods, conducting ... all go in together to 
ma~e the music sfudents some of the 
busiest folu on campus. Interest and 
enthusiasm are esteemed above talent 
as students at any stage of development 
are enrolled and may advance as rapidly 
as their progress permits. A highlight 
in the college career of music majors 
is the public recital of their senior year. 
Students of music have ample opportu-
nity in the extracurricular activities spon-
sored by the music department to give 
vent to their ambitions. Making +fie col-
lege glee club is one of the long cher-
ished ambitions of many freshmen. O th-
er music sponsored organizations are the 
band, chapel choir and the quartets. 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
A popular department for enthusiastic  
freshmen to cut the ir teeth on, the natural  
science department offers courses which  
help the student better understand and ap- 
preciate his physical environment and the  
methods of physical science. An eight-hour  
course in general physical science fearures  
discussions in astronomy, chemistry, geol- 
ogy, and physics. Another eight-hour  
course, general biological science intro- 
duces students to the basic principles of  
biology and their applications in both  
plants and animals.  
Mr. W. Donald Clague diagrams the pre-
vailing wind currenk for an inten-sted 
student. 
Mr. Minor C. Miller provides stimulating thoughts 
fin his studenh. RELIGION  
Receiving a major emphasis in the Bridge-
water curriculum since the found ing of the 
college, the Relig ion department, under the 
leadership of Dr. Warren G roff, offers pre-
seminary courses for ministerial students and 
relig:on majors, and provides essential courses 
for the entire student body. Each student is 
required to take nine hours of Bible and re-
ligion for graduation. Requ ired relig ion hours 
are usually taken in introductory and interpre-
tive courses, but stuClents with a genuine in-
terest in the Bible and religion often challenge 
such courses as Biblical theology, compara-
tive religions, Christian classics, and the sem-
inar in philosophical theol0<3y. Lively d iscus-
sions and sharp d ifference of opinion charac-
terize classes in religion as each student seeks 
to shape his beliefs in light of new knowledge 
and insight. 
Dr. Warren F. Groff 
Dr. William G . Willoughby 
Mr. George W. Kent putters in his shop 
Mr. William Sarnett listens to fhe problems 
of a young minister. 
The philosophy department, under Dr. 
Willoughby is designed to help students 
thin~ through the pro blems of life and 
destiny as they search for acomprehen-
sive world view and a philosophy of life. 
PSYCHOLOGY  
Greatly enhanced by the personality of the 
department head, the psychology division of 
the curriculum delves into the problems of be-
avior in human beings. All ages of behavior 
are touched on in courses such as psychology 
of childhood, psychology of adolescence, so-
cial psychology, and psychology of human te-
lations. In all, the students seek to better 
understand themselves and to be able to pre-
dict and deal with the behavior of other peo-
ple. 
SOCIOLOGY 
In sociolO<Jy, the physical and cultural  
development of man since his appearance  
on earth is traced, and made applicable to  
contemporary life in courses in social prob- 
lems, marriage and family lrfe, criminology,  
the community, social thought, rural sociol- 
ogy, and human relations. Through the me- 
dium of research methods and class,room  
discussion and lectures, fhe sociology de- 
partment provides opportunity for students  
to make intensive studies of the social prob- 
lems confronting mankind today.  

----
T H E ACTIVITIES  
MEMORJAL HALL 
Memorial Hall, erected in 1890 and remodeled in 
1927 is a repository of college history and tradition, 
containing tablets and portraits in memory of im-
portant persons connecled with Bridgewater's his-
tory. The music department and bookstore are lo-
cated here. 
L&a:n iJllJ ....-- • • 
... ·• M:IC:lWa.. - ..... 
.,. caua • ~·- •.. ,........ ..,. .  _ .-: ____ __ _•~nl"lfWC'ma:-.·--
m.JJJ:ml: .mm.. - ....--t.-.••--
Saaitd left to ri911t: G.ail Col!lo~ Loy.- &uy, John Millar, Leroy 
Carter, G.ary Osbornit, Linda Smith, Pat Grititne. StndiD9: Mn. 
Shively, Harold Good, J.ack Hinegud.ner, Oon lusb, Mae Grove, Ed 
aflries, Jea" Mills, Cliff Wilson, Pat Squires.._Pete Hayslett, Ellie 
Huffman, J. M. Jones, l .ulh Bowman, Lois Humnan, Oo1111a Adalftl, 
landy Fenimore, Pat l-P. licfi Gordon, D.ave H11ffrrwu1. 
PRESIDENT lEROY CARTER 
SENATE TURNS WHEELS OF CAMPUS LIFE  
Representatives from all areas of B.C. life met on 
Sept ember 20 to chart the course of campus ac-
tivities. These representatives came from the dorms, 
the classes, the clubs. and the day sfudents. Presi-
dent Leroy Carter called the meeting to order, 
Vice-President John Miller called the roll and an-
other Student Senate year was under way. The 
first item of business brought before the Senate 
was the presentation of the oath of office to the 
Honor Council. Second on the agenda was the 
activity calendar for the year. On a recommenda-
tion from the planning committee a pep commit-
tee was formed. Selection of Who's Who, Home-
coming activities, and election of publications edi-
tors and business managers were other phases of 
Senate business. 
Senate standing committees, dining hall and so-
c ial, were also very busy. The dining hall commit-
tee is the mediation between the students and the 
dining room staff. The Social Committee plans all 
the activities which concern the whole student hody. 
Banquets.. formal and informal dances, movies and 
parties provide a varied entertainment program un-
der fheir sponsorship. The newly formed pep com-
mittee had charge of organi'Zing pep rallies, publi-
cizing ball games and promoting interest in sports 
at BC. 
JUDICIAL BRANCH HEARS ·COUNCIL MATTERS  
The Honor Council is an integral branch of the 
student government and a vital division of our Stu-
dent Senate. 
The purpose of our Honor Council is to promote 
individual honor, truthfulness, and fairness in all 
phases of college work. At the beginning of each 
school term, an official indoctrination program is 
presented to familiarize the students with the Honor 
System. The students are impressed with the need 
to uphold their individual honor and the standards 
of Bridgewater College. Expressing faith in the 
ability of the student, the Honor System assumes 
each will regulate his own affairs and develop and 
mainta in a high degree, of personal integrity. Per-
sonal honor, developed in academic relationships. 
must by its nature be apparent in all other areas 
of life. 
The Honor System is enforced by the students 
through the elected Honor. Council. The chairman 
of the Honor Council is appoint ed by the President 
of the Student Body, and approved by the Student 
Senate. Functions of this council are to acquaint 
students with the Honor System, and to judge those 
cases in which students have been accused of an 
Honor Code infraction. 
CHAIRMAN TOMMY ROTRUCK 
S..ted: Jolln Miller, Ed Jeflrias, Tommy ltotrvc:k, IAroy Carter, Norm• 
Aist, l.idtard Gordon. Sl•ndil1<1: D•vid Hllffma n, J•.clc Hi.negard.,.r. 
Meaningful wonhip program~ characterize SCA chapel pe· 
riods for BC students. 
SCA CORE AND FOCAL POINT OF CAMPUS  
The largest organization on campus, the Student 
Christ ian Association ranh with the Student Gov-
ernment in providing for and directing campus ac-
tivity. The SCA strives to incorporate all students 
into its program of fellowship. worship, recreation, 
and service. There is no membership fee although 
each student is encouraged to pledge what he feels 
he can afford toward the organization's budget ex-
penses. At the beginning of each year every stu-
dent is contacted and d irected by his choice into 
some branch of the SCA in which he feels his best 
interests lie. There is something for everyone, for 
the SCA utilizes students for worship programs, 
recreation leaders , music programs, dramas, service 
projects ... no one is left out. The SCA has a big 
get together every Tuesday night, and sponsors in-
terdenominational Sunday School every weel. 
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CABINET PROVIDES  
SCA LEADERSHIP  
Behind the organization of the SCA is the 
cabinet, appointed by elected co-presidents 
The cabinet holds regular meetings to attend 
to business and in September and January 
holds a retreat to evaluate its wor~ dnd plan 
the new semester's program. In the spring a 
general retreat of the SCA Cabinet and other 
campus leaders is held to evaluate and coor-
d inate the total campus program. 
Ev•ryone enjoys Sunday School at B..C., esp•cial- 
ly the doug!.nuh anod' c.olfee.  
SPIRITUAL LIFE 
A unique feature at B.C. is its interdenomina-
tional Sunday school which claims no membership 
roll, treasurer, or budget. Each Sunday, topics per-
tinent to college youth are _discussed, utilizing pro-
fessors, students, outside speal:.ers, tape recorders, 
films, phonographs, debates, panels, and buzz-
groups. Characterizing the Sunday school is the 
traditional coffee and doughnuts period at the close 
of each program when students and faculty mingle, 
eat, and continue. discussing the topic of the day. 
• 
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A turkey supper, cooked and 
served by CBYFers to two hundred 
p•rsons financed sirie.en students 
to the annual BSCM Conference at 
Juniata College over Thanksgiving. 
WESLEYANS, CBYF, CLERICUS SUB GROUPS  
With the SCA serving as coordinator, other re- 
ligious groups of denominational and special inter- 
ests flourish on campus. One of the main projects  
of the Brethren Youth Fellowship is the annual  
Brethren Student Christian Movement conference,  
which rotates among the six Brethren colleges, this  
year's meeting being at Juniata College. The Wes- 
leyans of Methodist sponsorship, meets weeliy for  
fellowship .and worship. A Wesleyan conference in  
Kansas highlighted their year's activities.  
., ---. Dr. Robert Sherfy, Relig ious Em-
PuNirily phasis Week speaker, was available 
fP••ift" for consultation by studenh during 
Prrsr>ml his stay in early Novemb•r. 
0.n-ltpmt'IJ/ 
SCA Co-Ch airman Marjorie Hare 
expl'ains the interrelaHonshi p of 
campus religious organizations to 
her new cabinet. 
Seotled: J'ad Stapleton,. Secnta1y·TrHsur.r; Fred Swarb, C.cil H:ay-
cock, Preside:nt; J im Bryant, C..rtis Coflmaa,, Vic.,.rreside;nt. Sta!ld-
ing: Paul Wolfe. Sam Millff, Dfct Jacobs, leltoy 8.aker, lidiard 
Bohn. Jim Spe.r<y, J. lloqers Fike, Bunud Bott, Tom Geimam, Ch,.rles 
Mefarla!'ld , Kum Hench. 'ICeii l.aiter. 
PRESIDENT CECIL HAYCOCK 
CHRISTIAN SERVICE DEDICATION  
I 
A fe llowship of preministerial stude nts on campus needed, members serve a,s assistants to nearby min-
constitutes the membership of the Clericus. Es- isters, and others se rve as full time pastors. Each 
tablished for the purpose of the study of problems year' Clericus conducts an evangelistic revival in a 
confronting ministe rs today, Clericus strives to de- nearby ·church in which every member participates. 
velop personality, build leadership and minister to O n campus, the g ro up hold s biwee kly meetings in 
the spiritual needs of its members. C le ricus main- which perl:inent topics are a ired, and participates 
tains an active program of service to the college in chapel and radio programs. An annual Clericus 
and the community. Clericus members a re available feature is a special p rogram performed for the col-
to local churches when a minisfer0 s services are lege a nd community at C hristmas time. 
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Sulod: Carolyn Yafes, Marftaa illf"'rly, l ill Hurl-. Sblldin9: J•~k Stapleton. CarolY11 la11Hrm•n, Dorothy Potter, ~11th Stauffer, 'Deallna Hi9doll,  
Pa.I lohi, FTeod• Wood , Korma Pdeno11, Deloru Hiibert, PiUla Smffh, Mary Ha:nlibu9er, Duw•rd Starkey, Dom 'Lilwson, Joyce Boone, J~u  
Adams. 
HARD WORK, STRICT DEADLINES MAKE B. C. BEE  
The Staff members e,njoy a B.C. BEE suppe:r at Dr. Newc;omb's 
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The B. C . Bee, the " Spectator" of Bridgewater 
College was published fifteen times during the two 
semesters this staff was at the controls. Through 
efforts characterized by hard work, strict deadlines, 
and diligent editors the staff endeavored to raise 
the standa rd of the paper and make it a more ma-
ture reflection of student life and thought. Those 
who worked on the staff will not fe<get t he d isgust-
ing moments when a reporter. did not meet the 
deadline, or when a magnificent headline was two 
letters too long, o r when the one last authority on 
a news story had just left town for the weekend. 
O n the other hand there were rewarding moments 
such as the feeling of seeing your by-line, or the 
satisfaction of seeing the culmination of your ef-
forts on publication morning. 
Through the unceasing cooperation of students, 
faculty, and staff, the B. C. Bee continues to be 
the " heartbeat" of Bridgewater's campus life. Our 
thanks go to all who helped us complete another 
volume. 
Se•hld: SIH llo1..i.r, f,.cl Swam. Max Myers. Stancli119: Jim Sperry,
J•c:k Stapleloll, !Corm.on Thoma>or>, f'eg9y Wilkia•, Stoney c;>11ick, 
losa lie lllCba M ii. 
TOPS ON CAMPUS  
FRED SWARTZ ... . .. . . . ... Editor-in-Chief 
MAX MYERS ............ Associate Editor 
SUE ROSSETER . News Editor 
PEGGY WILKINS Feature Editor 
KER MON THOMASON Art Editor 
J IM SPERRY Men's .Sports Ed it or 
ROSALIE BUCHANAN Women's Sports Editor 
.. Adviser 
DON BUSH . Business Man11ger 
J ACK STAPLETON Advertising Manager 
STONEY QUICJ< Circulation Manager 
BILL SMITH Photoqra pher 
GENE WAMPLER Photograph.er 
DR. ROBERT NEWCOMB 
f<RED SWARTZ 
Editor-rn-CIUer 
DR. ROBERT NEWCOMB 
lee Advisor 
GLEE CLUB EXCELLS AGAIN IN ANNUAL  
THE 1957-58 GLEE CLUB 
Rrst Sopranos: C.lrole Fun!:, Joyce G lover, Betty Jo Hollen. 
Jene Jarrels, Zenella Johnsen, Jo Ann Jones, Jewel Miller. 
Jean White, Ruth Wkhael. 
Se<.ond Sopra nos: Jeanne Abbot, Mary Louise Appel, Jean 
Beeghly, Faye Byerly, Martha Byerly. Mary Cline, Miriam 
Fvod, Pet Henning, Ke>y Homer, Lois Huffman, Naomi Lentz. 
Me>ry Ed;th'Lease, Lois Miller, Pet Roop, Mary Jo Sheets, Linda 
Smith, Alma Sue Webster, Peggy Wilkins, Ella Jean Wright. 
First Altos: Donna Kay Adams, Donna Alderman, Paule Bohi, 
Lois Bowme>n, Phyllis Brown, Rosalie Buchanan, Phyllis Coffman, 
Rosalie fre>zier, Connie Je>coby, Deanna Lowry, Hele" 
Wampler, Wilma Wampler, Freda Wood. 
Sec.ond Altos: Sylvia Barron, Rosalie Bowme>n, Myrna Dove, 
Lorette> He>rtma n, Barbara Koogler, Grace Metzker, Gloria 
Mvers. Anne Murrilly, Dolores Northrop, Norma Peterson. 
Eleanor Petry, Joyce Whitacre, Mildred W ine, Carolyn Yates. 
R rst Tenors: Doll Bush, Jim Bryant, Clifton Pritche , Kay 
Showal er, Doug Smith, Fred Swartz., Jerry Wampler. 
Second Tenors: Tully Balenger, Leroy Be\;er, Bob C amper, J. T. 
Dansey, franl: Drumheller, Richard Gordon, Ronda! Rogers, 
Benny Simmons, Budy Walter. 
Baritones: Bill Allman, Joe C line, Albert Crouch, Kurtz Hersch, 
Tommy Huffman, Wayne Kinzie, Eugene La.ntz. W illard Lutz.. 
Warren Miller. Ken Ra iley, Bruce Stokes, John Wampler. Don 
Yoder, Byron Yost 
Banes: Martin Cline, Tom Geiman, B;!I He>rrison, Peter Hays. 
lett, David Huffman, Joe Kinzie, Tom Myers, Max Mvers. Terry 
Slaube>ugh, J ohn Wliite, Bob Winter. 
MESSIAH PERFORMANCE  
Three performances of Handel's "Messiah" were 
given by the Glee Clubs this year. One of these 
programs was given in the Luray Met hod ist 
Church combined with the choirs of that city. Cole 
Hall and the College St reet Church of the Brethren 
were the scenes of the other two. performances. 
In the second semester the club was d ivided into 
two groups. The touring choir was selected from 
the more experienced singers and the cantata choir 
who presented "The Crucifixion" in Cole Hall m 
the spring. The touring choir gave concerts in 
Maryland., Washington, D. C., and the Harrison-
burg area. 
PROFESSOR NELSON T. HUFFMAN 
MRS. RUTH W. STAUFFER 
"PROF" HUFFMAN DIRECTS, MRS. STAUFFER PLAYS  
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Have you served ~o years in either Barid or 
Glee Club, and are you now in good starid ing 
with the orgariization? Then you are eligible to 
join the Societas Orphea, our campus horiorary mu-
sic society. 
New members were initiated at the Christmas 
Party held in Blue Ridge Social Room to which 
AGO was also invited. 
For an everiing of wonderful entertainment you 
should have gone to hear Mantovani at the Mosque 
iri Richmond February 3. Societas Orphea spon-
sored a bus from B.C. 
A. G. 0.  
First row: Ruff! Widiael, Ha1>Cf G lick, Mrs. 
Staufler, Sue Webster, Mary Edith Le;ise, Ruth 
lawman. Pl>rlli• Brow~. Second .-aw: Pat 
Roop, Lois Huffman, Roselle Bowman, Dan 
Birdson9, Doris Miller, Myma Do.,., M"ri Jo 
Sbeets. Tltird '°"' Joyce GloYer, Jewell Miller, 
Anne Murraf, Faye Byerly, Betty Jo Holle", 
Judy Hollu, Z.enell" Jolt"'°"· 
Myr11& Dove and Joyee Glover, Presidenh 
of Societas Orphea and A.G.O., respec· 
tively. 
SOCIETAS ORPHEA  
Se..ted: Faye. lyuly, Myrna Dove, b11ella J~11so11, Mai  
Myeu. Prof. Cola. Standing: Miss Cool, Lois H11ffman,  
Johll Whi~. Mrs. Cole, Jim Battle, Millie Wine, Willar~  
luU. Catolfn Yates, Ken Rail ey, Joyce Glover, P•yllu "°""· llu.. lowmu, Mar., Jo Sheets, Tom Myers, 0.ri..  
t ine Miller. Prof. Stinebaugh, Linda Smlft.. Seated ...  
piHo: Mrs. Staaffer.  
Officers for the club ha\le beeri Myrna Dove, 
Presiderit; Zenella Johnson, Vice-President; Max 
Myers, Secretary-Treasurer; and Faye Byerfy, Pub-
licity Chairman. 
Proficiency and organ skill is the keynote to an 
AGO membership. Under the ·supervision of Mrs. 
Ruth Stauffer the organ enthusiasts are instructed 
in developing individual organ technique, construc-
t ion and mechanics of an organ. The Bridgewater 
chapter has as its annual field tTip a visit to an or-
gan factory in Hagerstown. 
First row: M.,y Vir9ia ia Charlton , Ramona Wh•lul Barbar• It.ind Rat., Wi 
d1.ael, Faye lyerl)', lootty Jo Hollea , Jolla lau9 er,' J . T. Oanssy, ken Railer: 
Jerry Wampler, • J ohn Garber. SecoDd row: An11ie LH Gr•Y•s Elanae Smoob 
Carolra Yates, J im Ba ttle, Ch1is Miller, li.nda Sm ith Lois Horff.;,a11 Allen Cole' 
Tommy HuffmH, lester Sa1r11de11, Mr. Cole . Third row: G rue Menter Sa m M11'. 
ler. J ay 81own, Myr11a Dove, Sylvia l arro11. SDe Webster, Joyce Glo.,~r, Zan~to 
Johnson, lul., a.-ma1>, Phyllis lrown. 
In 1957 and 1958 the 6C Band reached a type of 
superior performance that had not previously been 
known. at Bridgewater. This was the year when Prof. 
Roger Cole could begin to recogni7e the results of 
his four years of work at Bridgewater. 
The Band seniors were members of the first class  
that he had seen enter BC as freshmen and four  
years later graduate as seniors. The Band upheld  
tradition by rousing the school spirit at pep rallies  
ROGER E. COLEand football games. Being the versatile organiza-
land Directort ion that it !s. it presented a program of Christmas  
music during the Yuletide Season. An inspiring  
Spring Concert was presented in March.  PROF. COLE DIRECTS BAND
Nearby schools enjoyed the talented band mem- 
bers on various occasions while developing their  
gram and music ma jors all of whom must spend atappreciation for good music. 
least two years in the barid. The Band provides 
The Band is composed of talented musicians on relaxation and entertainmerit for band members 
as well as developing their talents and abilities. campus who enjoy participating in the band pro-
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Fint row: Mi" Cool, Ruth Wiclwel, F•r• l'yuly, Lois Hllftnw•, 
Jewel Miller, Rosalie l t1c:harw11. Pal Squires, Millie Wiae, Phyllis 
lrowt1, Myrna Don. S.c<M1d ,_, Joyo Glo.,er, Marti.a lyarly, 
Carolyn Yates. Th.ird row: Tully lalonqor, Cliftoa P'ritdlell, Ji.tr 
Bryant, Jerry Wampler, Douq Smith, Willard Lutz., lid Gordoa, 
Tom Myers, John White, Mn Myers, l'ror. Stin.l>augl>. 
CHAPEL CHOIR ENLARGED; TAKES TOUR  
This year the Chapel Choir is larger and also Also new this year is the touring done by tf\e 
more active than it has been in previous years. The group. Many churches in the area have heard con-
increased number of participants makes it possible certs by the choir, aided by the college Ladies' 
for them to sing a wider variety of music. and Men's Quart ets. 
First row: lloselle Bowmar>. Myrr>a Do"•· Jewell Miller, Carolp Yates, Lois Huff-
maa. SocCM>d row: Prol. StinelMuqh. Poto Hayslett, OolMJ Smith. Jorry Wampler, 
ltidwrd Gordol\, Tom Myus. 
THE QUARTETS 
The highest honor a singer can receive 
at Bridgewater College is to be chosen to 
be a member of the college quartets. The 
group has sung as an odet on several oc-
casions and has also done work as indi-
vidual quartets. The ladies have sung in 
various churches and at lions C lub ban-
quets, and the men have been on the pro-
gram also at churches and father-son ban-
quets. 
In November the quartets sent represen-
tatives to the All-State College Chora l 
C linic held in Richmond in connedion with 
the VGA Convention. 
The high point of the year was the con-
cert tour taken during the Easter vacation. 
This trip included concerts in churches ·in 
North Carolina and Florida. 
Announeen preparing for a coming broadeut are:  
Charfes Pasley, Joyee nt:rwater, Ken Huffman, Tom  
Geiman.  
RADIO COMMITTEE 
first Row: Al Antlih, Mr. George W. Kent, Mr. 
Nekon T. Huffman, Franl: Sin~. Seeond Row: Mrs. 
Elizabeth L. Kyger, Lavonne, llenberry, Loyee Guy, 
Ruth Be>wman. 
I 95b-57 saw the establishment of the new campus 
Radio Station WVBC, the Voice of Bridgewater College. 
The Station is a I 5 watt carrier current radio station op-
erating at 570 KC and transmitting its signal over the 
campus and off-campus powerlines. It has a 24-hour a 
day schedule consisting mainly of good music rebroadcast 
from Washington, D. C . 
The purpose of WVBC is threefold: (1) to provide a 
cultural type of program not readily available on campus 
AM radios, (2) to facilitate the total campus program-
academic, social, and athletic, and (3) to provide training 
and experience for the announcing, engineering and pro-
gram personnel in radio work. 
WVBC is owned and operated within the organization 
of Bridgewater -College. It is under the supervision of 
the Radio Committee composed of faculty and students 
appoin~ed by President Bowman. The studio equipment, 
consisting of FM receiver, turntables, tape recorders, mi-
crophone facilities for using three additional studios for 
live programs, was designed and executed by Al Antlitz. 
W. V. B. C. 
WVBC Sports announeen: Pet Lipseomb, Lee 
Pittman. Travis Brown and Bill Whitaere look 
· e>Yer their script. 
Seaf!>d: Norma Peten o11, Connie Jacob y, J •...-el Mill• r, Roselle Bov-
m an, Carolyn Yate•, Ruth Staufu, Dotty P·otter, Mn. Geiser, larbara 
Koogler, Pearrr Mu11d)', Bon1>ie Kitcheo. St.a.nd'inq: DeloMs Hilbert, 
loyce G Lr}', l w.a Hyllon, Doris l .iws<H1, Ca• ol Werking , Nancy Crock-
et!, Bee Wade, 00119 Smith, J ea.n ForJ'er, Pein Hayslett, Ma ry Clfoe. 
Dee lo...-ry, Jo An11 J<>ne.s, Seco11d row: Tom M.,.en, lewis Wimmer, 
Tom 6-eiman. 
PETER HAYSLETT 
l'residei>t 
CURTAIN CLUB JUMPS GUN, GIVES SHAW COMEDY  
The club which has the reputation for always 
coming through did it again this year. Under the 
direciion of Mrs. Geiser, the Curtain Club pre-
sented two very successful three-act plays and six 
one-act plays. To start off the year t hey presented 
two one-act plays, "A Cup of Tea" and "The 
Bo-Or," and a choral reading, "The Suffe.ring of 
St. Mary." On November 22-23 they presented 
the three-act play, "Uncle Harry," the story of a 
man who caused the death of both his sisters. Their 
spring presentation was George B. Shaw's comedy, 
"Arms and the Man." 
The Curtain Club not only provided a chance 
for students to act in plays but to a lso hefp with 
the ground work. Each play requires many com-
mittees such as props, costumes, make-up, public-
ity, tickets and staging. This year Mrs. Jopson ioined 
the dub as technical director and worked closely 
with each of the committees. The si.x one-act plays, 
which were student d irected, gave an opportunity 
to learn another phase of drama. 
The Club meets bi-monthly for programs and 
business meetings. The year ended with the annual 
Alpha Psi-Curtain Club banquet. 
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ALPHA PSI OMEGA  
Init iation into the Eta Upsilon Cast of·the Alpha 
Psi Omega is the highest honor attainable in drama 
at BC. Alpha Psi Omega is a national dramatic 
fraternity. When a candidate has accumulated fif-
ty points and has done outstanding work in drama 
he is pledged and then initiiated into the dub. 
Points may be accumulated by appearing in the 
plays sponsored by the Curtain Club, working on 
make-up. staging, properties, costumes or on other 
committees connected with the pfays and by d irect-
ing. one-act plays. The initiation ceremony is held 
in the spring at a special meeting of the A lpha 
Psi. As a part of the initiation a candidate must 
know twelve lines o{ Shakespeare, the national Al-
pha Phi officers, the Greek alphabet, and for one 
day he must dress as a character in a play pre-
viously presented at Bridgewa.ter. After the initia-
tion eacn new member is presented with a certifi-
Prof. Clague, Carolyn Yates, Way.ne Kinzie, 8011nie Kitc:hen, 
Peter Haysl1>tt, Lavonne llenberry. 
cate of membership and an Alpha Psi pin. 
Although the Eta Upsilon Cast of the Al-
pha Psi is small they are active in assisting 
with the plays, especially with publicity. This 
year, beside hefping with the p'lays. they had 
a pizza supper and planned the annual Af-
pha Psi-Curta in Club banquet . 
Scenes from the Curtain Cfob fall procludio1> of t he 
murder mystery, "Uncle Harry." 
-
I 
f 
Se-ahd·: R1tss G orl>ard , ltalh Sowma"k'Pr!'f. Smith. St.ndfn9: 1.ict1ard l ohn , J o• 
1.11i re. 
LABOR DEBATE TOPIC  
" Resolved: That the requirement of membership in a la-
bor organization as a condit ion of employment should be il-
legal,"' was the 1957-58 intercollegiate debate topic. 
At the Virginia Fall TKA Tournament at Hampden-Syd-
ney Ruth Bowman presided in the absence of the state pres-
ident. At this tournament Joe Kinzie was elected State 
TKA Veep for 1958. 
s.,. Aoneter, kermon Thomason, Linda Smith, Fr•d Swartz,, 6~dys l'fi<lu, Roma 
Holloway. M.u Myen, Junie Mills. 
RUTH BOWMAN 
....Jd•f 
Pl DELTA EPSILON  
One of BC's fraternities is Pi Delta 
Epsilon, National Honorary Journalistic 
Fraternity. The chapter at Bridgewater 
is one of the newest, having been es-
tablished in 1955. The aims of Pi Delta 
Epsilon are the promotion of student 
participation in und ergraduate publica-
tions and the establishment of a code 
of ethics among the staffs of the indi-
vidual college publications. 
Eligibility requires two years of pub-
lication work and one year of se rvice as 
a staff editor. 
·--
Pre-side11t Joe C line helps out at the Business Club's 
Concession Booth. 
Serious-minded business and eco-
nomics majors who are interested in 
establishing high ideals in the field of 
busine.ss comprise the membership of 
the Business C lub. The dub, organized 
in 1951 by Professor William Ander· 
son, furthers Christian principles in the 
business world and student interest in 
current economic affairs. One of the 
major a ims is to raise the academic 
standards of the Department of Busi-
ness Administration by student aid 
and cooperation. 
Among the year's activities were 
Fint row: I.Ir. Smith, Joe Cliu, Violet Siron, Ratplo High, Miria.m Fyod:. Seco•d 
row: J. N'. Jonos, ·G10ne Arltu", l ill Whitac.ro·, Jim Ogburn Jolin laugher Mar-
jori1 'WilJjam>. Tltird row: llosalie ltucb,.notn, c..,1 Hull D~ward Startey, 'stoney 
Quiel, Po:nny l.IU11dy, ~ Bw•. Fourth row: 8ud Calfley, Harold Scarbor1):Uiih. 
Travis Br.....,, Bob Holtzman, Dwight Sbober. G1n1 llra1111. Ftftt. row: Bill lritt, 
JoyG1 S..lyer, Mary Jo Sheen, Virginia lo!Hdows, C>orott.y Florance., Carole Lal•>. 
Sirtti row: Dave Huffman, JHn Harder>, Yan Hi Ct.i, Jeanne Abbot. 
BUSINESS C L U B  
the money-making projects-a concession stand at a footba ll  
game, and the annual spaghetti supper which all students  
eagerly look forward to. A spring d inner dance highlighted  
the activities.  
On the agenda for the monthly meetings were discussions  
and deba.tes on various phases of business, and guest speal- 
ers from the surrounding area.  
Vio let Siro1t, Secret•ry, Joe Cline, Presid111t, lalph High, Yice-Pr..idont 
U. N. DINNER HIGHLIGHTS YEAR'S ACTIVITIES  
Colorful la nterns, dlOp sticls. and a delicious Chi-
nese menu set the festive atmosphere for the annual 
United Nations Dinner of Mu Epsilon Mu. This event 
hig hl ighted the year's calendar for activities which 
were initiated in October with a. "Get-Acquainted 
Party" .and both formal and humorous initiations. 
The group played an important role in the campus 
homecoming celebration by serving a breaUast to 
ret urning alumni and selling mums. 
JEANIE MILLS 
l'rMiderrl 
111111 
During the Thanhgiving season, a unique chapel 
service was presented against a striking backdrop 
which portrayed the Pilgrim fathers. With the Yule-
t ide season came the opportunity of spreading 
C hristmas cheer by making sfuffed anima ls and giv-
ing a parfy for the mentally retarded childre n at the 
Stoutamyre home. 
The dub took an imaginary trip to Hawaii with Miss 
Howe when she showed slide.s from her summer t rip. 
Better BreaHast Weel and the annual Cherry Pie 
C ontest attracted campus-wide attention. The year 
was climaxed with the spring fashion show which fea-
tured Home Economics majors modeling the latest 
fash ions they had constructed in clothing clas.ses. 
SHf.d front: Mary Scrug9s, J.inet Bowman. Fint row: Dori> MiUu, 
Joy"e loo.ne. e>o.ina, Alderma11, El1lo H<1flman, JNn Mills., Elaine 1a.. 
sott, Pe9gy Br ubaler, Ph.ylliis Coffma11, Rant0<1a Wheltel, HaDCy 
Crodo·H. St.anding: M.ariaa Fo.rbes, l;noan;e Ikenbo rry, Sorry a McDan· 
itl, Miss Hodum, Wil>Ofta Yelton, llee Wade, Nal\<:y Knott•. Glori• 
MeferS, Etea"°r Spa,.gler, N.ar>cy Worlonb Lois Miller, Pat HenniDg, 
Anna Hartman Jean forHt, Ka rt11 S"9" ieJ. Setty Whitmere, Mis• 
Howe, Barbara Hi>rtmar>, Marg,e Corbin. 
ARRIVAL OF SPUTNIK SPURS SCIENCE INTEREST  
First row: C>""'ard Sta rk•y, lob f lora Jad 
lo•maa, Da vid layman, Or. Heisey. Sec.oad 
row: Gordon B<1sti, Charles Pasley, Dwi9 hl 
Sl!ober, Janit>e Bryant, E.dgar Simmons, Ron-
·nie Cox, Mrs. Kyqu, l..eroy Harsht, Harold 
Sood, Wallace l.uh:, Virginia Tillotte, Ctift 
Wilson, J im Battle, Kay Sll<>walter, Willard 
l..tri%, Wilmer Botkin. 
Science Club President C liff Wilson 
which is BC's newest club. The 
of developing and printing. The 
tronics. 
OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS 
Lile to hike, cook out, explore caves and that 
sort of thing? Then you should be a member 
of the Hillandalers. This year they hiked up to 
Reddish Knob and then cooked their dinner 
out. Another highlight of their activities was 
the Pig Barbecue held in the llenberry's bar-
becue pit. Such fun! Then for those members 
that like more adventurous thing s there are 
always caves to be explored, ovemight camp 
outs at Hone Quarry, and a canoe trip from 
BC to Washington over the Easter vacation. 
Lois Hartman has served as president this 
year, Sam Reid, vice-president, and Jean For-
rer, treasure r . 
.Sea.fed: Ronnie COJ<, Yiotet Siron, Jewel Mil I e r, Tom  
Myers, AMe Murray, Sam lt.eid. StaadirLg: 'Bem,.rd Bolt,  
Carl Cornett, Ed G leason, Prof. Kent, Jeaa Fcner, Oou9  
Smilli, Dorotby FJor.,nce, C.uol Werking, Pete Hayslett,  
Ch.risfine MiUer, Na.nq Wortman, E~iae &as.sett, Vir9ini<J  
Meadow., Jaclt Mille<, Roselle Bowman, Jim Hillyard,  
Lois Hartman, l.arrie Kline, Rich Rad.Jr.  
Interest in the fields of biology, chemistry, and 
photography is encouraged by the Science Club, 
" bug-wiser" lovers 
enjoy field trips, collecting and studying various or-
ganisms. The amateur photographers have access to 
a well-equipped darhoom where they learn the art 
arrival of Sputnik 
has created interest in chemistry, physics and elec-
H i I I a n d a I e r s Pres-
ident Lois Hartman. 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES KEYED FOR WIDE VARIETY  
DINING HALL 
COMMITTEE 
Serving as an agency of mediation between 
the srudents and the d ining hall staff is the Din-
ing Hall Committee, a standing committee of 
the Student Senate. Responsibilities of th~ 
members include. appo intment of hosts and 
hostesses, making table reservanons, announce-
ments of the menu, ·enforcement of regulations 
and maintenance of good conduct. 
"All worl: and no play makes J ad a dull boy." The 
Socia l Committee headed by Mae Grove plans a 
wide variety of social activ;ties which fit the needs 
of aJ! students in an effort to keep them O!J f of the 
traditional academic rut .. Th is year the main activities 
included the Fall and Winter Formals, C hristmas Ban-
quet , Homecoming Weekend, May Day Pageant, 
and Wednesday and Saturday night ente rtainment. 
Seated: Mrs. Sanger, Loyce G11y, Mrs. 5.hi.-ely, Mae Gr o ..., Dun 
Claguoe, Norma. Aitt Barbara Koogfer. Slalldinoq: Gail Conl on, Mist 
Howe, Mr. K..,t, Mr. Cole, Mi .. Taody, Billy Joa Hu:ndl ..,, Jolin 
Garber. 
Soda! Committee Ch.airman Mae Grove 
and Dining Hall Committee Chairman 
Eleanor Huffman. 
Seatecd: :i.1 rs. Sml'f!l y, Ellie Hulfmacn  
Mr. Fuller'-, Dr. Ky9~r. Ml'>. Saager:  
St.anding: Sue llartllolder, J im lattla,  
Loretta Hartman, Kermon Tltomas.oa,  
Mr._ Wampler, Violet Siro" .  
FRENCH C L U B  
"The French tongue is the speech of the clear, the 
cheerful, or the august among men." Under the d i-
rection of Dr. Andes, the French Club began the 
year's activities with a hike and picnic .supper on the 
Slyline Drive. Also highlight ing the agenda is a trip 
to Washington. The monthly meetings are spent on 
French d iscussions, showing of slides, a nd talks g iven 
by ind ividual members. 
First row: C luisliD• Mi lier, Loretta Hartman. Dan Iird•o•11, Ruth 
Wic:liael. Second row: Don Corbia, Or. A.ndes, Pltr llis Brown. Third 
row: Richard Bohn, Sam Miller, Bruce Stotn, Paula lohi. Fourth 
row: Dotty Jon.., Ano• M11ruy, Barbara Koogler, O.aa u Hi9don, 
Cathy Tu1in9. Fifth r- : Wallace lllb., Carolyn lla1nernwn, r_,,roi. 
Fwik, Naomi L..mn, Kay Horner. 
B. C. YELL SQUAD  
Sparlplug of spirit, BC cheerleaders generated 
enthusiasm and pep from excited viewers. The nine 
members of the yell squad was an increase over last 
years seven. Active at a ll home games and pep ral-
lies, the cheer enthusiasts a lso attended away foot-
ball and basketball games to e nsure added verbal 
support. 
G ladys Pfister was capta in of the 1957-58 team. 
Ruth Tandy, girls' phys. ed. coach, was faculty ad-
viser. 
GLADYS PFISTER 
Head Chttrieador 
EIMmor Huffman, Lorc;e Guy SIN l11rk-
lloldotr, Glid'I' Pfi1t.r, Marjorf1 Williams, 
J aalt lownwi11. 
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PLANS ATHLETIC PROGRAM  
This year a d ream came true for sports lovers. The comple-
tion of BC's new gym is a welcome sight for those who have 
seen only slow gradual progress in co11strndio11 for these past 
four years. 
The Athletic Council, who now plans all a thletic activities, 
will put a larger program into full swing next year. 
The Council fosters intramural and intercollegiate sports, 
and p resents recommendations each year to the administra-
t ion concerning BC's athletic policy. Financial control of both 
programs rests within the jurisdiction of the council. 
Fint row: Miss Tandy, Coac.h Geisu, Jim Cooke. Second row: President lo~, 
H.,.cy C lioe, lte.ssie Elid, ltaitdy Fenimore, Mr. lbt1berry. Th.ird row: l>r. loit· 
nott, Doc Jopson, DNn Clague. 
INTRAMURALS PLAY ROLE IN CAMPUS LIFE  
The Women's Athle tic Association, organized to homemade cheese sandwiches, brownies, and hot 
promote a better unde rstanding of women's ath- chocolafo.  
letics, is open to all coeds participating in any phase  The WAA has p romoted intramura l interest, 
of the intramural program. sportsmanship, cooperation and fellowship.
W ith the return of Coach Tandy, the WAA has 
been an active organization. The athletic members 
tried their hand at cooking and to earn money sold 
NANCY CLINE 
First row: Miu Tandy, ltessie Elick.. Haney CliH, lauu Fries, Leann P'reside t 
Suter. S~ond row:: ltowli,. lod:ianan, Ellie Hllffmu, Millie WiM , 
ltowlie Fu1ier, Dorothy Polter, Ruth Stauffer, Marqe Corbin, Sue 
Roueter, lavonM lkenberT}', Norma Aist, Linda Smith, Gail ConJoa, 
Penny MuTidr. Doris Miller, Mae Grove. Wuda Harrn«1, Margie 
Willianu, Pat Sq11ires, Ao Hastings, Barbara Hartrnu. 
leff, Seated: W ayn.e Kin2it, Sporn Ed ifor, ICumon Thom,.son. Stand· 
ing: Carolyn Yat01 Junior Editor, Linda Smith. Auoc.iate Editor, 
Gladys Pr.ster. Org~nitaliO'lls Editor. Sally Eba119b, Sopl>omon Edi· 
tor. Laura Fries. feafu1e Editor. 
l.ight: Barbara Cleary, Head Typist, Violet Siron, Bwilleu Alsinanl, 
1.andy n gimo re, &u•iness Ma11ager. Fred Swartz, Copy Edito:. 
RIPPLES MAKES ANNUAL ADVENT ON CAMPUS  
The job of gathering. selecting, and compiling 
material for a yearbook is astonishing in its magni-
tude . To those whose only contact with yearbooks is 
in fi lling them with autographs, publishing one may 
seem simple. But to actually undertake the task 
means sacrifice of grades, sleep. scruples, friends, 
a nd a t least ten years off your expected life span. To 
begin with. the 1958 RIPPLES jumped the traces, 
trampled tradition, and adopted the lithog raphic 
process for printing. This insured greater ver.satility 
of layout, but caused the staff to inherit a multitude 
of new methods of doing things which bogged prog-
ress down to a minimum at times. There are many to 
whom the RIPPLES is indebted. We a re grateful to 
Bill Smith and Gene Wampler for our photography, 
to Professor C. E. May for resourceful suggestion.s 
and advice of a consolatory nature, to Mr. Ikenberry 
for financial advice, to Mr. M. l. Glover a nd Mr. 
John T. Benson, 111, our engraving representative 
and printer, resr::ectively, and to night officer C lem 
Bess for enduring our presence next door to his sanc-
tuary. There are others who will ingly offered their 
cooperation and advice (sometimes heeded, too 
often ignored) and to them we give our thanls. And 
now for what it's worth, is the 1958 RIPPLES. We 
hope you enjoy it and find within its pages many 
happy memories of Bridgewater College. 
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T H E FEATURES  
COLE HALL 
Cole Hall contains the college auditorium and li-
brary. The auditorium seats seven hundred people 
and has a three-manual Moller organ with twenty-
two sets of pipes. The library is stoded with twenty-
five thousand volumes_ 
LEADERSHIP CHARACTER SCHOLARSHIP  
Who's Who in American Universities and Col-
leges is a book published annually which recogni~es 
the most outstanding students in the colleges of 
America. These students are chosen on the basis of 
leadership, character, scholarship , and potentia lity 
for fuhJre usefulness to society. Bridgewa.ter College 
is very proud of its six representat ives whose biog-
raphies appear this year in Who's Who. 
Norma Aist, a biology major, has been active in 
women's athletics, Student Senate, B.C. Bee, and 
RIPPLES. She has also served as class officer, presi-
dent of W AA, and Honor Council member. 
Ruth Bowman, a future teacher, excels in music. 
Active in AGO, Band, Glee C lub, and quartets, she 
also has found Time for SCA, WVBC, debate and 
Student Sena te. 
Peter Hayslett, a math major, has been active in 
SCA, G lee Club, quartets, and AGO. President of 
the Curtain Club, he has appeared in many of its 
drama productions. 
J eanie Mills, a. home-economics major has served 
actively in SCA, the student senate and on the 
RIPPLES. She has been president of Mu fpsilon Mu, 
and secretary of the senior class. 
J ohn Miller, a pre-med student. h.as served t he col-
lege as class president and vice-president of the Stu-
dent Senate. He has a lso served on the Honor Coun-
cil and the B.C . Bee staff. 
Fred Swartz, an English major and preministerial 
student, has been active in th.e SCA, Regional 
YMCA, and in the Glee C lub. He has also served as 
B.C . Bee Ed itor and RIPPLES Copy Editor. 
Dr. Bowman congratula tes WHo·s WHO recipients, Jea nie  
Mills, Pete.r Hayslett, Fred Swarn, Norma Aist, John Miller,  
Ruth Bowman.  
POTENTIALITY MAKES WHO'S WHO  
JOHN MILLER 
FRED SWARTZ 
NORMA AIST 
HOMECOMING EAGLES FLU OVER D-E • 
MARY SCRUGGS 
fiomecoming Queen 
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NANCY CROCKITT 
SATHENA CLARK  
b5 
MAY DAY 
-SENIOR REPRESENTATIVES 
PHYLLIS SMITH NANCY MOORE 
BOB BOWMAN BEN WADE 
JUNIOR REPRESENTA nvES 
NORMA AIST NANCY CROCKETT  
DON BUSH LEROY CARTER  
' 
J 
SOPHOMORE REPRESENTATIVES 
COURT  
PAT HUNDLEY 
JEAN FORRER 
JOHN KLINE 
SAM RITCHIE 
FRESHMEN REPRESENTATIVES 
JOYCE MILLER MARY SCRUGGS 
JOE WHITMORE JACK HINEGARDNER 
., v IV 
MURRAY CH 
005£5 
CON MURRAY 
BEVERLY H'lU.S.. CAUFOR'NL\ 
February 7, 1958 
Kr . Kennon 'Ihomason 
Editor , 1958 RIPPIBS 
Bridgewater College 
Bridgewater, Virg inia 
Dear Kermon, 
It's very diff'icult to judge a beauty contest 
rrom pictures because you get little idea of 
the spirit of a person, wherein lies their 
true beauty . In this case it was particularly 
hard as the pictures showed equal beauty so 
of'ten. But • • ••• 
A:fter carefully considering the visible 
qualifications of each of your lovely con-
testants, I have reached the f'ollowing con-
clusions: 
MISS BRIDGEWA 'lER MARY SCRUGGS 
Jli:ss Senior Nancy Crockett 
Miss Junior Millie Wine 
JUss Sophomore Janet B-01111l8.D 
iliss Freshman Donna Alderman 
'lhank you for asking me to serve as judge ror 
your contest. Give my regards to everyone at 
Bridgewater. If I were still single I'd ru11h 
right down there mysel.f l 
~r/'1 
/~!~~<Le.
Don Mur'r-ay 
MARY SCRUGGS 
mi:M Bridgewafer 
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NANCY CROCKETI 
mi&,, Junior 
MILLIE WINE 
JANET BOWMAN 
DONNA ALDERMAN 
i 
! 
THE 1957 
According to the early reports of Coach Paul Gunsten, the 
1957 Eagle football team would have a rough time matching last 
year's record of three wins, four losses, and a tie. The surprise 
was that the '57 Eagles did makh this record, except for the t ie. 
Skepticism was brought on because of the loss of five front-line 
players last June . But the returnees with the aid of a few new 
men, managed very well. The Eagle season was opened with 
probably one of their roughest games. Tliey lost to Hampden-
Sydney 39-0. The biggest contribution to this loss was not the 
Tigermen, but the heat. During the first period it looked like a 
tight game. Donnie Dofflemyer led a 28-yard march to the Tiger 
30, but there they stopped. Hampden-Sydney scored early in 
the second period and from then led the way, wit h BC tra iling 
13-0 at half-time. This is where the heat took over. Due to the 
e·x:treme heat. p layers of the second half were mostly second 
and third stringers. Because of the lack of depth in the squad, 
t he Tigers scored twice in the second half. BC's brightest spot 
was when Al Whitebw went from the HS 3 I to the 15. 
Top, across: Charlie Mac Wood, Joe Whitmore, Dave Osborne, Al Whitelow. Down: Jim,  
Cooke, Jim Snow, O.on Bush. Bottom, <10ross: Andy Walters,. Rex McC11ne, Fred Diehl,  
Caiey Snyder.  
EAGLES 
The Eagle squad made a quid recovery t hough and defeated 
Guilford College on Riverside Field the next game. In the first 
few Eagle plays, t he BC touchdown that won the game was 
made. John Garber, a 2 10-pound tackle, recovered a Guilford 
fumble. In the second p lay. Dofflemyer passed to Andrews in 
the end zone for the only TD af t he game. The Eagle line held 
the Quakers in midfield and Guilford did not seriously threaten 
until the fourth q uarter. They took a punt and returned it to the 
Eagles' 19 where John Plumb ran the ballcarrier out of bounds. 
The Quakers advanced to the 3, but the Eagles held them score-
less for a 7-0 win. 
Next the Gunstensmen traveled to Ashland where they were 
thoroughly trounced by Randolph-Macon. The strong Yellow 
Jackets complet ed 5 passes to the Eagles' none. Though RMC 
was behind going into the second period 7-D, in the last few 
minutes of t hat period they managed to score. The BC 7 points 
came when Ronnie Vaughan went 22 yards for their only TD and 
fullback Don Dofflemyer added the extra point. The second half 
of the contest was Randolph-Macon a ll t he way. Though the 
Eagles played good hard ball, they just were not able to cope 
with the Yellow Jackets. 
Top across: Dennis Dixon, John Plumb, Darry Andrews, Don Dofffemyer. Down: Gene  
Underwood, Ronnie Vaughan, John Garb.,r. Bottom, across: Doug Graninger, Isaac Gray,  
Satch Moss, Mile Ma,son.  
THREE REGU LARS GRADUATE BUT HOPES RISE  
The Eagles' third loss wa.s to Newport News Ap-
prentice School. The Shipbuilders let loose with a 
powerful passing offense which the Bridgewate r men 
could not get any control over. Four of the Ship-
builders' TD's came by the way of aerial plays. The 
lone Eagle touchdown also came through the air, 
with reserve quarterbad Swanson Williams hitti ng 
halfback John Plumb. The spectacular play covered 
56 yards. The conversion was made by John Garber. 
The Shipbuilders completed one more TD, thus mak-
ing the final score 32-7. 
The fo llowing Saturday, the Homecoming Crowd 
was g iven a real treat when they saw the Eagles tum 
in their best performance of the current gridiron 
season. W ith a surging combination of offensive a nd 
defensive power and also the pure will fo win, the 
Eagles trampled over the Davis-Elkins Senators 2 1-0. 
A punt blocked by Isaac Gray and recovered by 
Darryl Andrews set up the Eagles' first offensive 
plays. After the Gunstenmen failed to score , John 
Garber led the charge of Eagle tackJers to throw the 
Senators for a touchbad. 
THE SQUAD 
Fir.st Row: Ronnie Vaughn, J ohn Pl 11mb, Dave Osborne, Charlie Mac Wood, Ernie Smiih, Dorman W yant , Leroy Baker, Ed G leaso1>. 
Second Row: Sob Holtzman, Al Whitelow, C l\a rtie G1aninger, Joe Whitmore , Donnie Oofflemyer, Jim Cooke, Mile Mason, J im 
Neale, Cotton W hit.elow, Swanson Williams. Third Row: Dennis Dixon, J ohn Ga rber, Dicil: Fr.ands, Andy W alters, J im Snow, Royd Shiff-
let. Paul G illiam, T. J. Clayton, Gene Und·erwood . Fourth Row: Sat ch Moss, Rex. McC.ane , Don iBush, C arey Snyder, Isaac Gra y, Bill 
Hood, Fred Diehl, Darryl Andrew$, Ricliard Rad er. 
"Doc" Row, once an Eagle himself, stands by te> 
care for injuries during BC's home 9am1U. 
Coach Paul Gunst en, Manager Bob Winter, and 
Trainer Royal Snavely speculat e on the Eagle's 
winning the nerl game. 
In the second q uarter Charlie Graninger com-
pleted a long drive with a two yard plunge. Swan-
son Williams, Graninger's understudy, led the sec-
ond half to the Senator's goal line and a nothe r score 
in the third period. Center Mike Mason recovered a 
0-E fumble e arly in the fourth quarter. G ra ninger 
and Doffiemyer carried the ball to the line, and 
Vaughan went over for a tally. G a rber then con-
verted to make the final score 2 1-0. 
The last loss of the season was handed to Bridge-
water by Susquehanna, the third ranking defensive 
team among the nation's small colleges. 
The Bridgewater Eagle.s climaxed their season with 
a decisive 51-0 victory over Gallaudet. Accord ing to 
last year's report, the Gallaudetmen completely out-
played Bridgewater, but this year it was e ntirely the 
opposite. 
RESULTS 
BC.... O; Hampden-Sydney . . .. . . ...... 39  
BC .... 7; Guilford . . .. .. .............. O  
BC... . 7; Randolph-Macon ....... . ... . . 32  
BC ... . 7; Apprentice .... ..... . .... ... 32  
BC.. . . 21; Davis-El~ins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O  
BC .... O; Susquehanna ........ .. ..... . 27  
BC... .51; Galla udet .... .. .... ..... ... . O  
Passes played an important p<trt in the t hree BC victories. Here a BC 
halfbad: le>oh for a receiver de>wnfield in the GuHfor.cf game. 
CROSS COUNTRY  
Firs..t rov: In Good0 l.andy fe:nimon Joe Quesieob-eriry W.ayn~ IK.in1ie J ofln Klinie.. Clifford Scales, .Nelson Wan•JL 'Se<:ond row: lob Fl'ora, Jim  
CoDrad, Joe Har9raYe. Jade Mill~r. w. a. Hol.;... Duward Sla t1c...,., V~mon hrUiolder. Cortlandt Maupin, C°"clt "[)oc"' Jops.on.  
VETERAN CORE, PLENTY OF YOUTH FOR FUTURE  
As the '57 harriers closed their c ross country season, they 
could survey their seasonal record with pride and joy. The re<:-
Bev Good, Bridgewat er's top ru'nner, all smiles 
1>fter another v:ictory. 
ords show four wins and no losses in d ual meets, second in both 
the Little Eight and t he Mason-Dixon. The top man for B.C. this 
year was Beverly Good. He came in first for fhe Eagles in every 
meet. His overall was second against Norfolk and Lynchburg; 
first against Gallaudet and American U. ; fifth in the little Eight 
and fifth in the Mason-Dixon. 
In the first meet of the season, Bridgewater was able to edge 
Norfoll Division o f William and Mary, d efeating them by only 
one point, 28-29. According to Doc Jopson, t he times were 
rathe r s.low, certainly slower tlian in '56. The official record 
for this course, is !16:42.9, set by Meinde of Roano~e. The dis-
tance is 3.3 miles. B.C.'s first five were Good, second, Kline, 
fourth, Quesenberry, sixth, Fenimore , seventh, and Warren, 
e ighth. 
Good bettered his time by ten seco11ds against Lynchburg 
the following week. Despite fhe rain he finished in 17:38, [ust 
3.5 seconds behind Renfro of Lynchburg . John Kline came in 
close behind Bev for a third pface in the meet. His t ime was 
i 8:03. O ther Bridgewater men to figure in the scoring were: 
Nelson " Vitamiry" Warren, fifth in 18:2 1, Randy Fenimore, sixth 
in I8:3b, and Joe Quesenberry, seve11 th in 18:52. 
On November 16, in the Little Eight meet , 
the Eagle runners did not do as well as was ex-
pected of them _ Good, finishing fift h with a 
time of 17:53.5, fell behind better times that 
he had in previous races over the same course. 
The next finisher for B.C was Quesenberry in 
ninth place. His time wa s 18: 19, not as good 
a.s the p revious week against American. War-
ren, coming in eleventh , equaled his seasonal 
ti.mes a nd in some cases bettered it wit h a n 
.18:22 time. The fourth place man for B.C. was 
Ha rgrave in 18:27. Fenimore had an 18 :32 
time for fifth place for s_c_, better t han he 
had been doing. Kl ine was .sixth for B.C., hav-
ing a time of 18:41. Starley came in with a 
19:24 t ime_ B.C. placed second to Roanoke. 
The Eagles came in behind first-placing Roa-
nol e in the Mason-Dixon Conference meet 
also. Bev Good made a good snowing for him-
self as he placed fifth_ Quesenberry came in 
ninth, only 20 seconds behind Good. Kline 
took sixteenth, Fenimore , twentieth, and War-
ren, t wenty-firs.t. 
Starl ey, Flora , Milter, Maupin. Conrad, Har-
grave and iBurl<holder also competed for 
Bridgewater and ran a good ra.ce. The score 
WM 23-32 in favor of B.C. 
C.ron-cot1ntry men find ;t ·taku fortitude and stamina t o 
win a rac:e. Here Joe Qt1esen.berry's effort pla ce•. him 
ahead of a Willia m and Mary runne.r. 
For their next meet , the Eag les traveled to Ga!-
laudet . Though the weather conditions were not so 
good (6() degrees and dampj and the course quite 
muddy, the score was very commendable, B_C, 16 
and Galla udet, 47_ Four of Uoc's Eagles took the 
first four places over the 3.0 mile course_ Good, of 
course , completed his expected performance of pfac-
rng fi rst in the meet with a time of 17:36. Quesen-
berry too~ .second in 1 8~17; Starkey was in the t hird 
slot witli 18:56; Hargrave fourth in 19:00. One Gal-
laude·t runner managed to squeeze in here , but 
Kline was only .I of a second behind with a time of 
.19:04_ I_ Fenimore was seventh in 19:56 a nd Miller 
eighth in 20:07. 
The Jops.onmen gave a football homecoming 
crowd quite a t hrill at hafftime, as they won over 
A merican U. 18-43. Six Bridgewater men finished in 
the first s.even pfaces. The first five of these fast fin-
isher.s crossed t he line wit hin 57 seconds of each 
ot her. 
Bev Good ran first with his best time of the sea-
son for the 8-C course at 17 minutes, 15 seconds. 
John Kline fin ished next with a 17:3 1 time . Seven 5ec-
onds behind was Crown of American U. Other B.C. 
scorers in finishing o rder were: Quasenberry, 17:4-8; 
Warren, 18:04; Hargrave, 18: 12. Sta r~ey placed sev-
enth in 18:2'4. 
HOCKEY 
HIGH HOPES FOR EAGLETTES WITH GOOD SQUAD 
With the excellent coaching of Miss Tandy, who 
has filled this capacity at Bridgewctter in previous 
years, the Eaglettes completed their hockey season 
with an over-all of 5 wins, I loss and I t ie. 
The Eagleties began their triumpha l .season in a 
a rather untriumphal manner by tying with Roanoke 
I-all and losing to Lynchburg 4-3. 
Their best game, with Madison, proved a 3-2 vic-
tory for Bridgewater. W ith a determination to 
avenge, they then beat Lynchburg, 2- J. 
The Blue Ridge Tournament a t Lynchburg turned 
out: BC 5, Shenandoah O;; BC 7, Lynchburg 2; Kitty 
Garber sealed the Lynchburg verdict at the tourna-
ment by flicking in six goals. 
The last game of the current season was with Roa-
noke. The first half of the game saw a hard driving 
forwa rd line backed by the defense. Garber scored 
3 goals, Guy I and Burkholder I. Roano~e scored 
twice at the first of the second half. The Eaglettes, 
resolved to revenge the other blotch on their record, 
tightened their defense, and the final score read 
BC 5, Roanoke 2. 
AND TANDY BACK 
A seasonal look at the half backs reveals that Mae  
Grove played ari exceptionally good defensive as  
well as offensive game, Lavonne lkenberry's regu- 
lar steady game contributed greatly to a strong  
bacHiefd, and Allegra Hess, who played her first  
season at halfback shows promise for a successful  
future in hockey. The fullbacks proved their worth  
in every game. Ressie Elick, who switched from half  
to fullback was an important factor in the Madison  
game as well as the others. Pat Squires p icked up  
the game fast and has a bright futu re as a goalie  
Eaglettes receive instructions from a p·rofessional hockey player 
1Eaglette Captain L1ura Fries discus~es the score sheet 
with Coac'h Tancly and Manager Sonya McDaniel. 
for the Eaglettes. Proof of the scoring ability 
of the forward line is the record of 26 goals 
scored to the opponents' 12. laura Fries, left 
wing, was captain of the squad. 
Kitty Garber was chosen left inner on the 
reserve Blue Ridge T earn. She went to the 
Southeastem Toumament at Richmond. 
RESULTS 
BC. I ; Roanoke 
BC . 3; Lynchburg 4 
BC . 3; Madison 2 
BC . 5; Roanoke 2 
Blue Ridge Tournament 
BC . 5· Shenandoah 0 
BC . 7; Lynchburg 2 
( 
BASKETBALL 
FIVE STARTERS BACK; PLENTY NEW MATERIAL 
The Bridgewater Eagles ended the ir 1957-58 sea-
son with a somewhat misleading 5-14 record. 
Coach Dan Geiser retLJrned to B.C. after a year's 
absence to find a young and relatively inexperienced 
sqllad. The Eagles had lost three stariing lettermen 
the previous year and only captain and gLJard Sam 
Ritchie , center Don Fink and forward Don Rader 
had seen much varsity action last year. The biggest 
boost came from the freshman class as the first year 
college men placed five players on the varsity club, 
and also contributed the team's oLJfstanding player, 
Jim Reedy. J im finished the season with a 16.3 ave r-
age; this, coLJpled with his fine team play enabled him 
to obtain a position on the Little Eight second team. 
Wilfred Flucher, a six foot three freshman also saw 
a good deal of action and averaged 5. 1 points per 
game. 
The spork for the Eagles came from junior gllard 
Ed Thomas who was the teams ' bread and bu er" 
man on nllmerous occcisions. Fred Diehl was ako one 
of the Eagle stalwarts, particularly on defense. Other 
Eagles who were llsed for reserve action were: Gary 
Osborne, Bill Littlepage, Gene Wampler, Byron Yost, 
Bill Eder, Dave Osborne, and Dale Foster. 
As in p revious years one of B.C.'s biggest handi-
caps was her height. This year the starting squad 
averaged slightly under 6 feet. Our leading re-
bounder was Don Fink who also was second in scoring 
with a 10.9 average. 
JIM REEOY DON RADER ED THOMAS SAM RITCHIE 
GEISERMEN IN NEW GYMNASIUM LOOK GOOD  
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First Row: Fred Diehl. Jim Reedy, Ed Thomas, Sam  
Rite.hie. Oen Fink, Don Rader. Second Row: Dale  
Foster, Gary Osborne, Byron Yost, Wilfred Fvlcher.  
Blll Llttl .. page, Manager O tte G raham.  
COACH DAN GEISER 
:Z..nk Thoma. sends the ba 11 toward 
the basket in the dedica tion game 
with Lynchburg. 
The highlights of the season were 
the dedication victory over Lynch-
burg and the four consecutive wins 
we grabbed by downing Lynch-
burg, Baltimore, Towson and Gal-
laudet in that order. The Lynchburg 
game which started our winning 
streak proved a sweet revenge for 
the squad aker having lost by one 
point in their first outing. This win 
undoubtedly supplied sparl for the 
Eagles who had been losing some 
heart-breaking contests. With the 
team losing only Osborne and 
Littlepage and having the starting 
five bad, Eagle fans might hope 
that next season may bring Bridge-
water a winning quintet. 
FRED DIEH L 
DESPITE 5-14 RECORD  
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ADREAM COME TRUE  
It was a proud day for Bridgewater, Febru-
ary 6, 19.58. After yea rs of pla nning , hoping, 
and working, here we we re at last in our new 
gymnasillm. And it really was our gymnasium 
for the students had pledged over fi ftee n thou-
sand dollars toward its consrruciion. The d edi-
catio n banquet , t he presentation of the l ey, 
a nd the sweet victory over Lynchburg set the 
pace for a bright future for Bridgewater Ath-
let ics. 
Tep: Fred Diehl goes up for two in the initial game in 
the new gymnasium. 
Bottom: The ball's up there somewhere as Don Rader 
and a Lynchburg player tang,l-e under the board. 
Preiident Warren D. Bowman accepts the l:ey to the fte'W 
gymnasium from Trustee Board Chairman I. C. Senger. 
SEASON'S SCORES  
Bridgewater . 62 ; W ashing ton and l ee 65  
Bridgewater . 63 ;-J uniata 83  
Bridgewater . 70; Western Ma ryland 76  
Bridgewater . 62 ; Randolph Macon 82  
Bridgewater . 65; Richmond Professional Inst. 76  
Bridgewater . 43; Hampd en-Sydney . 87  
Bridgewater . 62; Lynchb urg 63  
Bridgewater 49; Hampden-Sydney 52  
Bridgewate r 94: G a llaudet 46  
Bridgewater . 48 ; American University 76  
Brid gewater . 60; Richmond Professional Inst. . 64  
Bridgewater . 6 I ; Roa noke . 62  
Bridgewater . 62 ; Lynchburg . 59  
Bridge~ater . 77 : Baltimore University . 73  
Bridg~water . 65; Towson . 59  
Bridgewater . 87: Ga llaudet . 43  
Bridgewater . 57 ; Roanoke . . 76  
Brdigewater . 39; Rando lph-Macon . 76  
Bridgewater . 57 ; Norfolk Division, WM . 73  
Toasfmaster Jopson discuss.es the dedicat ion ban- Prof. Huffman leads the dedication game audience in sing-
q uef with speaker Harold Ja cl-. ing "Bridgewater Fair" . 
B. C. HAILS THE NEW GYM WJTH BANQUET AND GAME  
JAYVEE BASKETBALL  
The hard-fighting junior varsity squad ended one b 1-60 decision which they garnered the night of the 
of the ir best seasons in recent years as they posted g ym dedication. They split contests with Hampden-
an eight win four loss record. Sydney and Randolph-Macon. The tall Staunton Mil-
The Baby Eagles downed Miller School. Madison itary Ac;,demy squad was the only team to down the 
and Lynchburg, twice. The last win over Lynchburg J.V.'s twice . Paul Gunsten and Owen Lee W right 
was one of the highlights of the ·se;,son as this was a were the coaches for the 57-58 season. 
First Row: Jerry Mills, Diel Thomas, Benny Simmons, Terry Slaubaugh, J im Chi-sm. Seeond Row: C0.1ch Gunsten, larrie Kline,  
Vernon Burlcholder, Dave Huffman, Bill Ecl:er. Coach Wright.  
GIRLS BASKETBALL 
STRONG SQUAD; MANY FIRST STRINGERS RETURN 
A great season was ant icipated for the Bridgewater 
Eagle tte \ varsity ba5ketb.all squad with the retum 
of our coach, Miss Betsy Tandy, and most of last 
year's squad. 
As the buzzer sounded e nding the last game of the 
season, the team had won eight games and lost two, 
both suffered at the hands of t he Lynchburg 9 irls . 
Newcomers who added strength to the sq uad this 
year were forwards Rosie Bucha nan, Rosie Frazie r, 
a nd guards Ressie Elick Allegra Hess, and Virg inia 
Mead ows. The returnees from last year's squad were 
forward s Sue Bur~holder, Nancy C line, Laura Fries, 
Sue Rosseter, Lea nn Suter, and Millie W ine.. The 
guards were Norma Aist and Mae Grove. 
Aft er the initial defeat by Lynchb urg, the team 
had littte froub le in disposing of their opponents 
with the exception of the same Lynchburg t eom. The 
hig hlight of the season came when the team enter-
tained the Madison team on their home floor-. A hard 
foug ht game was expected b ringing 18 seniors to fhe 
game. However, 6.C. jumped to a n earty lead and 
there was never any doubt until the fina l two minutes 
when the scoring marg in decreased, but B.C. success-
fully froze the ball and scored as the final buzzer 
sounded to win by five points. 
Hig h scorer for t he Eag lettes was outstanding 
sophomore Sue Burkhold er who compiled 239 points 
for the enti re seasoo for a n average of 13.9 per g.ame. 
The Eaglettes tale on the fae11lty All-stars for their fiaal en1-
co11nfer of the sea.~n. 
First Row: Leann Suter, Coach Tandy, Manager Margaret 
Wampler, S11e Rossefer. Se•cond Row: Laura Fries Ressie El;ck 
t.fae G rov·e, Virginia Meadow, Nancy Oline, Su~ Bur«holder: 
Norma Ai,st, Millie Wine. 
The junior varsity squad ended the 1958 season with a record of 
four wins and one loss. The players were forwards Janice Bryant, Gail 
Conlon, Mary C line. Sue Rosseter, Laura Fries, Rosie Frazier, .:ind 
guards Ruth Staufer, Sandy Thacker, Penny Mundy, Allegra Hess, and 
Ressie Elid. 
Many of the J.V. games were thrillers with the Lynchburg game 
being lost by only one point. They had little trouble in d isposing of 
Roanoke, R.P.1., and Shenandoah. 
Mary C line, Sal'>dr• Th•c:Jcu, Jani.co Bryant, Gait Conlon, l.vthia 
St•Ylar. Rosalia kuie., Allegu Hoss. 
Much of the success of the Eagle ttes should be 
accredited to the return to Bridgewater of coach 
Betsy Tandy. After a two years absence, her vibrant 
personality and unifying guidance has given the team 
the edra lift that took it through a winning season. 
SEASON'S SCORES 
Bridgewater 49; Lynchburg . 53 
Bridgewater . 61 ; R.P.1. . . IS 
Bridgewater . 57; William and Mary . 38 
Bridgewater . . 46; Roanoke . 39 
Bridgewater . . 88; Shenandoah 16 
Bridgewater . 57; R.P.I. . 27 
Bridgewater 24; Lynchburg 38 
Bridgewater . 47: Roanoke . 32 
Bridgewater . . 47 ; E'Town 18 
Bridgewater . 45; Madison ."° 
Manager Carol Werling serves 
the girls their orange slices 
while Miu Tandy 9et in a pep 
tall 
JAYVEES 
Miss Ta 1tdy goes O YIH the score. 
boolc with manager Margaret 
Wampler. 
COACH TANDY'S RETURN ADDS VITALITY TO TEAM  
BASEBALL  
Rrd row: Coach Sti lle, Darr Lam, Ed Jeffries, Bill We11ul. Secor>d «>v: Bill Kline, Sam Ritchie, Otto .Graham, Mib Mason, ~"ne '!<au:n_ Tllird rew-: 
Lindy Woolfo lk, Don Hul•ey, Owen lee W right, Art Elli ., J im Moyers, C-a rler EllH-. Fo.urtb row: P.it Lipscomb, G"ry Rupert, Boll Whtlacre , Bo b Moy-_ 
er<. Don Judy, Glen Hu lvey_ 
LETTERMEN AID IN BASEBALL CHANCES  
Tlie '57 Eagle SqLJad opened the season with a 
6-5 loss to the Tigers of Hampden-Sydney. Bridge-
water hopped on H-S for three runs in the first 
inning on an error, two sac.rifices and single by Bob 
Moyers. The following game with Lynchburg gave 
BC her second loss with 2-1. 
The ne:tt three games proved to be the next three 
losses for BC The Eagles bower to Shepperd 2- l-
The next week a double header was lost to Balti-
more 5-2 and 3-2. 
The Eagles began to show power as they won 4 
of the next 5 games_ In these five the Stillemen 
made 2'9 runs to their opponents' I B. Hulvey, 
Woolfoll, Jeffri·es and Jim Moyers made 16 of 
these 29 runs, four apiec.e. Ahon bowed with a 
score of 2-5: the Shepherdrnen went under for o 
ially of 4-B: Towson was the closest scare with 6-7; 
and Randolph-Mac.on, the best team in the con-
ference, was bowled over with a 0-() win by BC. 
The only loss of this series was to LynchbLJrg, being 
the second time of the season. The winning pitchers 
for these four were Mason, Kline, Ritchie and 
Rupert_ 
The following three games proved to be rather 
disasterous to the Eagle team_ First of a ll Hamp-
den-Sydney rolled over BC, 11,-2_ Woolfoll and 
Hulvey were the lone scorers. Randolph-Macon 
revenged their earlier loss to the Eagles, with a I 0-4 
tally_ The Yellow Jackeh brought ac.ross seven 
runs in the second inriing. Bob Moyers accounted 
for 2 of the BC runs; Wooffoll and Graham came 
across for the remaining 2. The ninth loss of the 
season was handed to the Stiflemen by the Ship-
builder~ of Newport News. 
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Ed Jeffries and Owen Wright led the way for 
BC with the Eagles's only scores, as the final was 
5-2. The pitchers for hese three games were 
Mason, Wenzel and Ritchie, resoedively. 
The last five games of the current Eagle sea-
son, though not as good as the mid-season 
running, was certainly better than the beginning 
of the season. The first of these last five games 
was a 5-9 victory for Bridgewater. Bill Kline was 
the winning pitcher over Apprentice. This was 
the second game of a double header with the 
Shipbu ilders. The following week another long 
afternoon was spent this t ime with Norfolk Divi-
sion. The winnings were d ivided as Norfolk took 
the first game with 8 runs to BC's 2. The Eag les 
took the second game 4-5. Kline was the losing 
pitcher for he first half of the afternoon, Ru-
pert was the winning pitcher for BC. The last 
two games were lost in a double header to RPI. 
The leading pitchers for the season were Rit-
chie 1-5, Wenzel 2-0, Kline 3-2. Mason 2-1, and 
Rupert 0-2. Lead ing hitte rs were Carter Ellis 
.316, Bob .316, Art Ellis .281, and Cwen Wrig ht 
.279. 
The mitt's open and the ball's coming a• inte rest is cen-
tered on homeplat e action. 
Lindy Wo<>lfolk digs one out of the d irt to retire a n ger 
batsman. 
RESULTS 
Bridgewater . S; Hampden-Sydney 6 
Bridgewater . 1; Lynchburg 2 
Bridgewater . I; Shepherd 2 
Bridgewater . 2 ; Baltimore s 
Bridgewater . 2; Baltimore 3 
Bridgewater . 5; Ahon 2 
Bridgewater . 3 ; Lynchburg b 
Bridgewater . 8; Shepherd 4 
Bridgewater . 7; Towson 6 
Bridgewater . b; Randolph-M aeon 0 
Briogewater . 2 · Hampden-Sydney 11 
Bridgewater . 4; Randolph-Macon 10 
Bridgewater . 2; Apprentice 5 
Bridgewater . 9; A pprentice 5 
Bridgewater . 2 ; Norfolk Divison 8 
Bridgewater . 5; Norkolk Divison 4 
Bridgewater . 5; RPI b 
Bridgewater . 7; RPI 8 
II 
TENNIS 
SENIOR SQUAD PROMISED 
The 1957 Eagle netters had a rather disap-
pointing season, though it was a little better 
than the ' 56 season, which was nine losses and 
one win. The current season's final tally was 
10 losses and 2 wins. One of the reasons for the 
low number of victories was probably because 
of the rain preventing practice on the courts. 
For a second straight year Da.ve Miller was 
Bridgewater's number one man. 
Sad of Miller in order of their wins were Bill 
Puffenberger, number two man; Bob King, num-
ber three man; Ken Kline, number four man; 
Don Borde r, number five man; and then Dick 
Grist. The big problem for the 1957 netters was 
the lad of experience. 
Top net-man Dave Miller waits for a high one 
FUTURE HINGED ON UPCOMING FRESHMEN  
Dave Miller, a senior from Hagerstown, Mary- to be t he biggest hinderance to the Bridge-
land, was elected captain of the Eagle team for water team, Hiram and Lynchburg tool the next 
the current season. Dave was a varsity court- two matches at scores of 8-1. Dave Miller ful-
man for four years. He also held down the num- fi lled his usually expected tasl against Hiram. 
ber one position for 21/2 of those years. He then combined with Puffenberger to take 
a doubles from Lynchburg. Bridgewater tool 4The Eagle netters had their first matches on 
matches against Towson, but it wasn't enoughApril I 0. Thef traveled south to Lynchburg with 
as Towson skimmed by 5-4. Three singles werehigh hopes o taking that first match, but these 
won by Miller, Puffenberger, and King. Millerhopes were dampened by a 8 - I loss to the 
and Puffenberger then won a doubles. Lynchburgmen. The lone win was that of Miller's 
singles. Two of the losses suffered by BC before any 
wins were caused by the best t eam in the MD
Next the BC men took on Hampden-Sydney. Conference, Randolph-Macon. These two were
This was another d isappointing defeat as the swept clean by R-M, both 9-0. Between these
Eagles bowed tb H-S with a score of 6-1. This two lesses t here was a loss to Hampden-Sydney,
time it was Don Border who came throught for 8-1 ; Ken Kline winning the rone victory . BC also 
BC. bowed to the Roano'ke Maroons, 6 - 3. Here 
The next seven· ma.tches proved that the spec- again Kline won a singles along with Miller. A 
ulation at the beginning of the season was right. doubles was then won by Miller and Puffen-
This was that the lack of experience was going berger. 
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FAST ACTION AGAINST FOES  
The Eagles revenged one of their losses by 
defeating Roanoke 5-4. Dave Miller bested Ro-
anol e's No. I man, b- l, b-0. King and Kline a lso 
won their singles matches. Miller and Puffen-
berger and King and Hoff triumphed in the 
doubles. 
After losing to American University, 7-2, Mil-
ler winning a singles and Hoff and King a 
doubles, the Eaglemen defeated Towson 5-4. 
Singles won were: Miller 6- l, 9-7 and Kline b-4, 
8-6. Doubles won were: Miller and Puffenberger, 
Border and Kline, and King and Hoff. 
The last matches were with Washington Col-
lege. Miller, Puffenberger and King were BC's 
only winners. The final score was 6 - 3, Wash-
ington. 
Firit row: Doe Bordu, Diel G rist, llill Puffenb.rqer, Da•e Mille<, 
llob Kin9, Kell Kline. Second row: Jerry linn9ood, ltalpli Comp-
ton, H111ry Wya11I, Tom lthodu, DaYe Hoff. Third row: Royal Sn.a-
vely, unier HaltermaJ1, Dale Manumyer, Bobby Knott, Coach 
Gunstea. 
COACH PAUL GUNSTEN 
TRACK  
The 1957 Eagles started their season with a rel-
atively "green" track squad. Despite this fact they 
established a commendable seasonal record. The 
first meet showed the BC thindads placing second 
in the Catholic University Invitational. CU tool 
first place with 4b1Ji points, but Bridgewater was 
dose behind with 35 points. In an there were eight 
teams in the meet. Pence was the only first-place 
winner for BC, this in the pole vault. Second place 
men were: Smith, shot put; Pence, d iscus; Sacra, 
high jump; Davis, low hurdles; Good, 2-miles, 880 
relay, and the I-mile relay. 
Running on their own track the next Saturday, 
the Jopsonmen were topped by Hampden-Sydney 
71-5 I. Larry Pence, the captain of the '57 squad, 
had a field day as he collected 21 points. He had 
VH~AN TRAC K COACH " OOC" JOPSON 
TOUGH SCHEDULE  
a first in the broad jump, the high 
jump, the pole vault and a second in 
the high hurdles. Other firsts for BC 
were in the 44(), Thompson , and the 
mile, Kline and Good. 
Bridgewater again placed second, 
as they ran in the Mason-Dixon Re-
lays. A first place was taken by the 
Eagle 4-mile relay team. This con-
sisted of J. Kline, 8. Good, J . Har-
grave and R. Fenimore. Pe n c e 
placed in a 3-way tie for first in the 
high jump. 
Records were shattered, but not 
by Bridgewater, as the Eaglemen 
bowed to the Roanoke Maroons, 
78¥y431j3. Th·s was a better score 
than any other single team of the 
'57 season could boast against Roa-
nole. 
Cindermen Al Whitelow, Steve Oavis and 
Larry Pence ta~e to the air. 
- Flnt row: Lu-oy Carter , bt1d7 knimore, Larry l"el'ie.9, lei 'Knupp, 6aiy Osbor10e. Joh:nny Thomp~Of!- S.cond row: Sien DaYis, Jo~n. Kline, ~on Ra-
der, ca... oll Sacra, Jan Garber, ke,n Smith, Bev Good. lloird row: La_m'l H .ensley, Sob &rand•• ~· Whitele>w, Jo.. Hargrave. Jad Miller, ltOMll Co:a. 
lob ·Rora, ln'in Hess, Corllancfl Maupu" Ben Murphey. Tom G1llJ10, Coach Doc Jopson. 
YOUTH TO SPARK TRACK SEASON  
Out of five records broken on Riverside Field 
that day, one of these was set by Pence. He broke 
his own discus record of 124' lh" with a I2b' I " 
toss. Pence also took a first in the pole vault. Oth-
er firsts were: 2-mile run, Good ; broad jump, White-
low. 
On May 7th the Bridgewater tracl team cap-
tured the mile relay, final event of the p rogram 
t.o insure itself of a 6b-5b victory in a Mason-Dixon 
Conference meet with Lynchburg College. 
Larry Pence picked up a first in the high hurdres 
and tied for first in the high jump. Ken Smith had 
a first in the shot put and d iscus. Steve Davis 
chal~ed up a first in the low hurdles. The Eagle re-
lay team consisted of Hensley. Cox, Garber, and 
Thompson. Thompson a lso captured a first in the 
440-yard dash. 
The Jopsonmen pla,ced 4th in the Little Eight 
meet, with 19 points. Again Pence was high man 
for Bridgewater with 7 points. He placed 3rd in 
the discus event and 2nd in the high jump. The oth-
er placers for the Eagle team were: in the 2-mile 
run Good came in 3rd with Fenimore right behind 
him. Johnny Thompson placed 4th in the 440. fn 
the broad jump Bridgewater's Al Whitelow took the 
No. 4 spot, and the mile relay team captvred 3rd 
in their event. 
In the M-D Conference meet, Pence p laced 2nd 
in the d iscus, tied for 3rd in the pofe vault and tied 
for 4th in the high-jump. Good took 4th in the 2-
mile and Whitelow placed 5th in the broad jump. 
Osborne, Maupin, Garber, and Thompson made up 
the fourth-placing mile-relay team, making a total 
of I 3Y2 points to place fifth in the M-D. 
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GIRLS' TENNIS  
The Eaglett'es of 1957 were at the same disadvantage 
that existed in 5b: that of not having a full-time coach. 
Coach Gunsfen took some time from his many other 
tasks and gave the girls some instruc ions, but naturally 
his was limited due to laci: of time. Despite this handi-
cap, the Bridgewater Eaglettes oosted a 2-1 record_ 
The Bridgewater girls' tennis ' earn played their first 
match wi h Lynchburg_ The Lynchburg lassies won this 
match with a 5- 1 score_ The lone score came to Bridge-
water through the combined efforts of Norma Aist and 
Nancy C line in a doubles. 
The Eaglettes next travelled to tneir near neignbors at 
Madison College. The picture oid not change though. 
It was Madison decisively_ Bridgewater being unable to 
score at all, the final sco.re was Madison 3, BC 0. 
COACHLESS GIRLS MAKE  
l•ano Suter, Norma A.i.d Nancy C li-ne, Mae Grove, Barbara H.arfm•n 
Tennis Star Nanc.y C line si:te• up her opponent 
GOOD RECORD  
For their last match, the Eaglettes 
went against Mary Baldwin College. 
Here they really showed their true 
talent. To start the scoring was Nan-
cy Cline with a singles motch in BC s 
favor. Norma Aist was another sin-
gles match winner. ancl Mae Grove 
got in on the winning of a sigles a lso. 
To realy tie the contest up in their fa-
vor, Nancy C line and Norma Aist 
ogain took the first ooubles_ This win 
made the victory definite ly Bridge-
water's', with the Eagle tes going all 
the way for a 4-0 score. 
rn addition to Nancy Cline, Norma 
Aist, and Mae Grove, the rest of the 
team consists of No. 4, Barbara Hart-
man, No. 5, Leann Suter, Sue Ros-
seter, Loyce Guy, Gail Conlon, and 
Penny Mundy. 
Golf Star Polane tries a few putt. on the lawn 
Left to right: Bob MoT•N, RorlDie Pol,.ne, Ralph Se.ard , Bud 
C<>ach Smith . 
UNEXPECTED M-D CHAMPS  
Bridgewater's golf team, coached by Pro'. Smith captured 
the M-D golf Championship with a low score of 660. 
This years squad o Ronnie Polane, Bob Moyers. Bud Cau-
ley, and Ralph Beard was the fi rst BC team to enter the Con-
ference Toumamen and the firs organizeo squad ever to be 
fielded at Bridgewater. 
Bridgewater's golfers completed the season with an unblem-
ished record. having previously beaten Lynchburg rwice before 
entering the tournamen . 
Johns Hopkins was runner-up with 670, followed by Catholic 
University, 672 ; Western Maryland, 684; M. S•_ Marys. 
706· Loyola, 707 · ano Roanoke, 716. 
COACH Jlt.l SMITH 
Caul•~. 

- ----
THE CLASSES  
Founders Hall, erected in 1904 and remodeled in 
1953 accommodates the administrative offices, s1x 
dassrooms and the college post office. 
BRIDctWArtR.COU!.cc-=---n:..~-:-~ 
UTI caua·~-­-.w11r--. . ... 
13 
~~~~~~~~ IJ,.iJgewaler Coffecr -=-~ ~-·=~~ ..... 
Jeanie Mills, Mi~e Mason, Linda Smith, Ed Jeffries. 
PRESIDENT ED J EFFRIES 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS  
ED JEFFRI ES .. President 
MIKE MASON . Vice President 
JEANIE MILLS Secretary 
LINDA SMITH . . . Treasurer 
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HORMA AIST JIM BATTLE DAN BIRDSONG  
RVTH BOWMAN HYLAS BROWN PHY LU S BROWN  
NORMA JANE AIST  
BRANDYWI NE, MAR'l'LAND  
B..S., 8iclog.y  
Vusity Basketball I, 2, 3, 4· Varsity Tennis 2, 3, 4; Vorsiay Hod.ey  
3, 4; W.A.A. I, 2, 3, 4, Vi ce Pcesident 2, Preside"! 3; Ath etic  
CotJ 61 3; Vice Presiceni ol C lass 3; Honor Council 3. 4; S. C.  
Bee I, 2, 3; S.CA 3 4· RIPPLES 3; Social Committee 3, -';  
Stuae,I Fac..lty Plaonin g Confere ce 3, 4· Who's W o 4; Winte ·  
fonl"• I Court 3; Ma~ Day Cou-t 3; Homecomir.g Court 3, 4.  
JAMES WESLEY BATILE. JR.  
LAHHAIV PARK, MARYLAND  
B.A., Mathemotics  
3,.nd I, 2, 3, 4; So6etas O rph""' 3, 4; Science Club 3, 4; Stu- 
dent Senate l ; " ine Li•es of Emily" I; Oinr.g Hall Commire"  
~ 
DANffL MAGEE BIRDSONG 
PETERSBURG, VI RGINIA 
B.A~ Music 
French Club I, 2, ~cretary 2, V:ce Pr10<ider.t 4: A .G .O. '· 2. 3
4; Student FacuJI) Plaoning Coofer,.nce ~. 
RUTH ElAINE BOWMAN 
BRIDGEWATER, YJRGINIA 
B.S.• Music  
Student Se11.,te 2, 3 · Summer School Honor CouDcil I, 2; Who's  
Who 3· S.C .A. I, 2,' Wo-.~ip C f.airman 2; G lee Club I, ?; Sand  
2. 3; A.G.O. 1, 2, 3~ Socielas C·phea 3; Acco;r panist, College 
O••rlen, I, 2· C..rt.0 111 C lub I; Debate Club I, 2 3 Secretary- 
T·easure• 2; Tau Kapo.o Alpha 2 3, Presiaen· 3; State Seueta.ry  
2· WVSC 2, 3, Presider.I 3 ; Ch-11irm,.n of Pep Committee 2.  
HYLAS TRENT BROWN, JR. 
TROUTVILLE, VIRGINIA 
B.A.• Mat ematics  
S.C.A. 1, 2._ 3, 4j Curta'n Clu b I; Cross-Cou n•ry ), 2; Trad I, 2;  
Hollancsalers 3, 4; CSYF· I, 2, 3, 4. Cab1ne 3.  
PHYLLIS MOTANO BROWN 
COYINGTOl'f, VIRGINIA 
S.S. Music Education 
S.C.A. 2, 3, 4; F.O.R. 2; A.G.~. 2. 3, ... Fre~c'1 Club 2, 3 <!; 
G lee Club 3, <!; 9ond 3, 4; Soc•elo.s Ocp 0 e-11 4; Psycl-oloqy C lub 
I. 
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DON BRUMSAOC: DOH BUSH FAYE BYULY 
MARTHA BYERLY LEROY CARTER UR.BAH CLEEK 
DON ALD EUGEN E BRUMBACK MARTHA JANE BYERLY 
RI LEVILLE, VIRGINIA MOUN'T SOLON, YIRGINIA 
B.A.• Sociology B.S., 1-fofory 
Clericus Club 2, 3, 1. ··e;_ C. Bee" I 2, l , 4; S.C..A. 4: G lee Cl"b- 3. 1: Frenc~ Club 
I, 2; Dep.Jla ;o,. T""m 3. ~ -
CLIFFORD DONALD BUSH 
JOHNSTOWN, PENNSLYAN IA FREDERICK LEROY CARTER, JR. 
SUITLAND, MARYLAND 
Fool ball I. 2 4; Glee Club I, 2, l , 4; Men·s Q" arie t 3: S " dent B.A., Mathemalies 
Senate 4· " S.' C. Bee" Sfaif 3 , 1, 8"5iness Mana>ier 4; May Cou rl Trac~ I, l, 3, 4; Footba ll 2. Manage: l ; 51"der;t Ser.,,fe 2, 3. 4, 
' 3; Bu•ines• C lub 3, 4 ; S.C..A. I . PresU:lent 4; Chaoel Commi ee 4: S"•eel 'leart Coart 2: May Day 
Cou-t 3; Hooor Council ~; Sluae11t FaOJlty Planning Conierenc.e 
4; Transfe• iro-n University of Maryland I. 
FAYE ARLEN E BYERLY 
MOUNT SOLON, VIRGI NIA 
URBAN OLIN CLEEK 
8.5., B11siness Administration 
B.S., M usic WARM SPRINGS, VIRGI NIAS.C.A. I, Z.. 3; SSCM Conference I, 2, 3: Band I, 2. 3, 4; A.G.O. 
2, 3, 4 Vice President 4; Cba pel C oir 4; G t.., C lub I, 2, 3 8.A, i>hysical Education 
4; Hillan~olers l ; Deputation Team 3, ~; Se><:ietas Orphea 3 + Football 2, 3; Baseball 4; Sh. dent Senate 4. 
Seniora  
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JOE CLINE MAUIN CLINE NANCY CLINE 
CURTIS COFFMAN JAM ES COOKE NANCY CROCX ETT 
JOSEPH ISAAC CLINE, JR. CURTIS PAUL COffMAN 
GROTTOES, VIRGINIA fOU DHIANCE, VIRGINIA 
S.S., Business Administration B..A~ History 
G lee Club I, 2, 3, -4; Susiness Club I. 2, ), -4 P<e!idenl 4; St... S.C.A. I , 2. 3. 4; Cleric.us I, 2, 3, ~. Vice-Presiderrt 4: 6.S..C.M. 
deBt Senale -4; Auditir>g Commi·fee C hairman '4. O:icferenc.a 2, 3, 4; C.B.Y.F. I. 2. 3, -4. 
JAMES RALPH COOKE, JR. 
MARTIN LEO CLINE STAUNTO • VIRGINIA 
GROTTOES, VIRGINIA B.S~ Pre-Medicine 
B.A., Sociology footb•ll I, 2. 3, '4; Baseo..11 I, 2; J~nic• Varsity Sasketbal l 2; 
Men's Mor><>'~'""' Club 2, 3, 4; Athletic Counc.il, 4.G lee C l:ib 2, 4. 
NANCY MARIE CROCKETT 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIANANCY ANN CLINE B.A., Home Ecoriomics WAYNESBORO, VIRGINIA 
Curtain Club I, 2, J, 4, Vk<!-Presiee ot 3; Mu Epsilon Mu 2. l. 1: 
B.A.. Ph)•sical Ed1.1calion Aloha i'si Omega 4, Vice-~resider>t 4; Miss Junie· Class 3; Var-
S.C.A. I, 2, 3; Student Senaie 3; Sec.retarv of Cla.s l : W.A-A. si y Hockey l : RIPPlES 3: Apple Blossom Prince" 3; Junior Var-
), 2. Vice Presidenl 3, President 4; Alh!etic O:IJJr.cil 3, ~ ; Junior sity Hod:ey I, 2; S.CA 2. 3, 4; S'~eni Se ate 2; "losl Hod-
>'arsily 3asletball I: Vanity Baskeiba I 2. 3. 1: Junio• Var.·tv zon•• 3; D.etega~e to Stdlte Home Econo:iiics Co"lveotion J: Sec.re· 
Hockey 2, Varsily Hodey l , '4; Va rsity Te-,nis I. 2. ) , 1. lary of Cl~ss 2; May Co"-t l; Swee'hearf Court 2. 
-
~----......• • RKmB___ 
muam ...... - .... ----~m!m---~-------
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PAUL CROUSHORN J. B. CllMM INGS DENNIS DIXON 
Oat' DOFflEMYER MYRNA DOVE SHELVA DOVE 
PAUL MARTIN CROUSHORN DONALD LEE DOFFlEMYER 
NOKESVILLE, VJRGI IA EUTON, VIRGINIA 
II.A., Biology B.A., Physical Education 
S.C.A. I, 1, l , 'i: F"ren~h C lub 2; x ience C lub l. football I, 2. l . 4; Tri.C.ptain 4. 
MYRNA LOY DOVE 
JOSEPH BRENT CUMMINGS NOXESVILLE, VIRGli IA 
IRON GATE, VIRGINIA B..S., Music Education 
II.A., Er.gli sh &and' I, 2, l . 4; Glee Club I. 1, 3, 4; Chapel Choir l . ~; Laci:. 
Tra:n.sEer fro..,, Lynchburg C olleg-e; •1 Los1- Horizon" 3. Quartet l , 4; Societas Orpheo ] , ~. President -4; S.C.A. I, 2. ] , 
4; Deputalio11 Team I; A.6.0. 3, i. 
DENNIS REGINALD DIXON SHELVA JEAN DOVE 
LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA MOZEi, WEST VIRGINlA 
8.S., Buliness Administra ion B.A., Psychology 
Football 2, 3, ~; Susiness Clirb I, 2, l , 4: Oininq Hall Co,,,..,-- S. C.A. I, 2, 3. -!'; F.O.R. I, 2; fren.ch C lub I, 2, J, ~creta.~·-
tee J. Treasurer 3; Hilla,d•lers 3; C.S.Y.F. 2. 
Seniorj  
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1 
RESSI E ELICK CARTER ElllS BETTY EVERHAU 
DON FANCHU: RANDY .FENIMORE LAURA PlllES 
RESSI E LOU ELICK DONALD EUGENE FANCHER 
LYNOl-'UR:ST, VI G INIA ROCKY PORO, COLORADO 
8.A, Enqlish B.A., Phifosopny and Re ligion
Hocley I. 2, l , .. ; e,,sketball I, 2 3. 4; Debale Club I, 2. Secre- Transfu from McPherwn I. 
tary 2; " B. C. Bee.. 3; 5.C.A. I 2. l; W.A.A. I, 2, 3, 4, Vice 
President 4; Frencn Club I, 2; Afolenc Coc.ncil 4. 
RANDOLPH CARTER FENIMORE 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 
B.A~ Economic~
CARTER RAGLAND ELLIS Student Senate .f· o.,bate C lub 4: Rl Pl'l ES, Bu<in.ess Mar.age r 4; 
ilCHMONO, VI RGINIA Monoqr.>m C lub· I, 2, l , 4; Athlelic C...,ncil 4; Cro5'-Co"otry 
B.A~ Phy;ical Education I, 2, l , ~. C..ptain 4; Track I, 2., 3. •· 9a5le•oall I; May Court 2. 
Ba~eb.-11 2, 1. ~; Ttracufer from IJnivenity oi Rich:r-ono 2. 
LAURA CATHERI NE FRIES 
MANASSAS. VIRGINIA 
B.A., Spa 11ishBETTY JANE EVERHART 
S.C.A. I, 2, l 4; Hockey I, 2. l , 4, C..otain Slee l!idi;ie Tea"'HARIUSONSIJRG. VIRGINIA 3, 4; W./\.A. 2, 3, <I; lntram'fal Mar.a9er 4; lhsketba I 2. 3 4; 
8./1., Chemistry Rli'PLES, Featu<e Editor <I. 
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Kim GAUER RUSS GEllHARO JOYCE GLOYER 
ALLAN GRAHAM ISAAC GRAY Bill GUE 
MARY KATHERINE GARBER ALLAN DAVID GRAHAM  
RICHMONO. VIRGINIA EOI NBURG, VIRGINIA  
B.A. Enqlish B.S., Mcithemancs 
S.C.A. I. 2, ) , 4: Hockey I. 2, ) , 4. Reserve Tum Blue Ridqe 4· >.C.A. I; Student S..r>ate l · 8aseb4 11 3, 4 · 3a•letball  
S.sketball I, 2; l>i<>inq Hall Charman ) ; G lee C lub I, 2, 3: Bond ,.Uncle Harry" 4.  
I , 2, l . 4; Shidenl Senale 2; "'A C'-'P of Tea" 4: RIPPLE>. Junoo·  
Editor J. 
ORAN RUSSELL GERHARD, JR. ISAAC ALLEN GRAY 
EAST McKEESPORT, PENNSYLVAN IA ALEXANDRIA. VIRGI NIA 
B.A., Sociolog y B.S~ Business Adminislrcilion8.S.C .M. Conference I; Glee Club I 2: C lericus C~or.. s I 2· Footb311 I, 2 . 3, 4; 'Ao,oqra ni Club I, 2, 3, 4; Ho·o rableTrack I, 2; D"bafe Club 4; f.0.R. I· S.C.A. I ) . t ioo AJl-L"tt e Eight G Jard ) 4. 
JOYCE VIRGINIA GLOVER  
STAUNTON, VI RG INIA  
B.S~ Mu~ic FERRIS W ILLIAM GUE. JR.
A.G .O. I 1 ) , 4 Treo5trrer 1, President 4; G lee <:;luo I 2, 3. 4; MANASSAS, VIRGINIA
Socielas Orp'>ea 3, 4: Bar.d 2, 3. 4; C~apel Cho" 4; ~.C..A. I 
2, ) . 4; F.O.R. I, 1; 8.S.C.M. Conierence 2 l : Deootalton lean B .S~ Gel'e ra l Science 
I, 2. ), 4. Sciena: C lub 4· Canlerb"ry Ct.b -4. 
Seniord  
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MIKE MASON 
JOHN Milla 
CHARLES MARTIN  
SHELDON MELTON  
WI LLAltD LUTZ 
REX McCANE 
WILLARD KAUFFMAN LlJTZ  
MT. JACKSON, VIRGI NIA  
B.A., Chemistry  
S.C..A. I, 2, 3, .f; G le.e Club I, 2, 3, 4: Sc"enc;e Club 3 4, Sec- 
relary-T,.,,asurer 4; Socielas Orpha 4; Cti.spel C~o·r 4; F-.0.R.  
I 2· 8.S.C.M. Confe1ence 2.  
CHARLES EDWARD MARTIN  
BRUNSWICK. MARYlAND  
B.S., Business Administration 
JOHN MICHAEL MASON  
OAXTON, VI RGI NIA  
B.A., Mathematics  
Footba ll I , 2, l , -4; HoSJorable Me.ntio litl!e Eight -4; Baseball  
I, 2, 3, 4; Junior Var>ily Basketball I; Vice President of Class 4;  
Mo".oqram Clob I, 2, 3, -4.  
REXFORD MADDEN McCANE  
FARMINGTON. MICHIGAN  
B.S., Business Adminitlra iion  
foolbo ll I, 3, 4; Busine<s Cfob I, 2, l , 4_  
SHELDON ODELL MELTON  
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA  
8.S., Business Admincstration 
JOHN MARK MILLER  
BURLINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA  
BA, Pre-Medicine  
S.C.f\. I, -t; Who's Vino {; S<:ience C lub 3, President l ; Shldenl  
Faculty Planning' Conference 2. -4; F-.0.R. I: HoDOr Cou cil 2, -4;  
Pre.s;deCTt ol Ooss 2: Vice P1esioenl of Student Bodv 4: "B. C.  
See" l ; Student Senale 2. <I, Secretary 4.  
Seniord  
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JEANIE MIUS 
MAX MYUS 
J IM MOYERS 
GARY OSBORN E 
JAN ICE JEAN MILLS 
KEYSER, WEST VIRGINIA 
B.S., Home Economics 
S.C.A. l, 4, Cabinel ~; Hillaodalers l; Mu Ep•ilon Mu l , 4. 
Presideat ~; C>elegale to H,ome Economics Convention Penn. State 
U. l ; Cla« Participation Committee l; ~retary of Cla>s 4;  
Sh1dent Se..ate 4 ; Sf.,dertl faculty Pl<>r.nmq Confo<ence 4;  
RIPPLES l, 4, Senior Class Edilor ~: Wlio'< Who 4; l'i Delta  
Epsilon ~; Transf"' from Potomac State College of West Virginia  
University l.  
JAMES WESLEY MOYERS, JR..  
B\KOAOWAY, VIRGINIA  
B.A., H istory  
.easeba II I, 2, l , 4; Basielba II I: G!ee ClJb L  
:ROBE.RT C LAUDE MOYERS 
NEW MARKET, VIRGI NIA 
B.S., BOJ si,,ess Adminis ration  
Baseboa ll I, 2, 3; Goll 2, 3.  
BOB M OYERS 
GLADYS PFISTIEiR 
MAX H ENRY MYERS 
LYNCHBURG. VIRGINIA 
ii.A, Ma hematic.s 
G lee Clob I, 2, l , 4; A Capella Choir I: Ct.a:>el Choir l , -4, 
P-r-!s.ideni .;,; ··s. C. Bee' ' 1, 2, fe~ ore Editor 3, Associate Editor 
4; Sccieras Orp!ie3 l , 4 Secrela'°" 4: Pi Delta Epsilon l , 1. Pre•· 
ident 4; S.C.A. I, 2, 3: C.8.Y.F. I, 2. l , Cabinet l . 
FREDERIC GARY OSBORNE  
TIROUTVILLE,, VIRGI IA  
B.A~ Sociology  
S.C.A. I. 2, 3, 4; Sa<let!o.a II l , 4; Track 3, 4: Student Ser.ate 4:  
Hillandalers 3; fren:b Club I; A.G.O, I; Busine.s Club I.  
GLADYS ANNE PFISTER  
rRE.EPORl , NcW YORK  
1l.A, Spa,nish  
" II. C. !lee" I, 2, 3, 4; Chee,le~der I. 2, 3. ~. Captain 3, ~;  
S.C.A. l, ~: RI PPl ES 2, l, ~. F<><:ully E:difor 2, Orqaniialior>s  
Ediior 3, 4; Pi Delta E~t~;eJfo~' ].,Vice-Pcesident 4; 'I.L.P.A.  
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NORMAN ltEBERT JIM ROS·s. TOM ROTRUCK 
H AROLD SCARBOROUGH C>WIGHT SHOBER MARVIN 51-M·MER'S 
NORMAN OWINGS REBERT, JR. GEORGE HAROLD SCARBOROUGH 
WESTMINSiER, MAllYtAN.D i!ASSffi, VI RGINIA 
B.A. Psvcl1olo9y 8.A., Bu5iness Ad ministra tion 
P<ychologr Club 2; S.C.A. 3; Cle.i<:"" I, 2, 3, Yiceo-Pre<idenl 3. Be,;..,,., Club 3, ~: World Trad., Corrfuea c.e ~. 
JIMMY RANDALL ROSS  
STIJAliffS DRAFT. VIRGINIA  
8 .A., Sociology  DWIGHT WHITNEY SHOBER 
Glee C lub I, 2, 3; Men.. 011arlet 2 , l; C lericus C horus I, 2; ROANOKE. VIRGINIA 
Oericu:s C lub I, 2, 3. BS .• Business Aclministratior> 
S. C.A. J, 2, 3, .+; Business Cl<1b 2, 3, ~ : Scie r>ee C lub 1. 
THOMAS DANIEL ROTRUCK  
KEYSER, WEST VIRGI NIA  
S.A., English  MARVIN LEE SIMMERSS udent Se 1>te 3; \liue-President of Ciass I, 2: Presideat 3; S.C.A. PENN LAI RD, VIRGINIA2, 3, 1, President ..;; Honor Counc il 2, 3, 1, Clii>irman 1; Clencus 
I , 2 3, Vice-Presid',,.,i 2, J>1esideni 3_; Deb..ti: 2; ExeC>Jtive Co.in- S.A., Socio,oov 
d ! J ; Stuc!e nt Fa.=Lltv Pl1>n111ng Conle rence J . -4. S.C.A. l, ~; Cleric.us I, 2, 3, 4. Secretuy-Tr e.asu re r 3. 
Senior:j  
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BUCKY WAUER RALPH WE:aSTER DAVID WH ITE 
JOHN WHITE Si l l WHITMEoR CUff WILS.OH 
ALPHEUS LAUCK WALTER JOHN EDWARD WHITE 
AltLINGTOl'I, VIRGINIA OAKLAND, MARYlANO 
8.A, 8ioloqy B.A.. Mathemat ics 
Junior Van<ty Sash ball 2; Te nnis 2. +; G t.,e Cl~b ~; ..Mr. S.o nd I, 2. 4: G lee C fu b I, 2. 3, +; Sccie1as 0-poea 3, ~; Opera· 
Barry's Etch<<>gs" l ; " lJle Song" 2. lion Moo.,watc • ; C'1apel Cho« l . 4. 
ROY W ILLIAM WHITMER, JR. RALPH LEE WEBSTER HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA:OOONES MILL. VIRGINIA 
B.A., C hemistry S.A., History  
Tranrle· from ferrum 3.  
CLIFTON HERBERT WILSON 
AltLINGTON, VI RGI NIA 
DAVID LEIGH WHITE B.11., Chemi,;try
ROANOKE, YlRGINIA S.C.A. I, 2, 3; Sdence Club l, 4, PresidenJ +: Tennis 2. 3: Hill-
8A, Gener-al Science andalers 3. 4; Photography Club I, 2; Studenl Seno! e ~; ''8. C. 
Transfer from Virginia f>olytechnic Institute 2. Bee' I, 2, Circulation Mo!nager I, 2. 
Seniord  
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Loyce G uy, Sam Ritchie, Mae G rove, 
Ricl.ard Gordon 
PRESIDENT RtCHARD GORDON 
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS  
RICHARD GORDON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President 
SAM RITCHIE . Vice President 
LOYCE GUY . Secretary 
MAE GROVE . Treasurer 
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PEGGY BRUBAKER 
JANICE BRYANT 
J IM BRYANT 
ROSALIE BUCHANA 
JACK CAVANAUGH 
BUDDY CAULEY 
YUN HI CHI 
DON CORBIN 
RONNIE COX 
AL CROUCH 
STEVE DAVIS 
J . T. DANSEY 
FRANK DRUMHELLER 
WAYNE FARRAR 
BETTY LEE FISHER 
JEAN FORRER 
JAN GARBER 
JOHN GARBER 
BEVERLY GOOD 
RICH GORDON 
11 6 
PETE GRANDAL 
[)OUG GRANINGER 
ANNIE LEE GRAVES 
MAE GROVE 
LOYCE GUY 
MARGE HARE 
LOIS HARTMAN 
CECIL HAYCOCK 
RALPH HIGH 
DELORES HILBERT 
NED HILLYARD 
RETTY JO HOLLEN 
ELEANOR HUHMAN 
LOIS HUFFMAN 
DON HULVEY 
BILL HUNOLEY 
LAVONNE IKENBERRY 
RAY JUDY 
BOB KING 
Bill KlNZIE 
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JOE KINZIE 
JOHN KLINE 
KEN :KLINE 
BOBBY KNOTI 
MARY EDITH LEASE 
J IM McAVOY 
CARROLL MANUEL 
CH RIS MILLER 
DO N NA LEE MILLER 
DORIS M I LLER 
HOWARD MI LLER 
STAN MONTGERARD 
SEN MURPHEY 
TOM MYERS 
RUSSELL NICHOLS 
VELDA PETRE 
GRAHAM PITSENBERGER 
CLIFTON PRITCHETI 
J OE QUESEN BERRY 
STONEY QU IC K 
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DON RADER 
KEN RAILEY 
DOROTHY RAMSEY 
PAUL Rl!IET 
SAM RITCHIE 
JAMES RINKER 
SUE ROSSETER 
MARY JO SHEETS 
GLEN SHI RKEY 
MAC SHOWALTER 
JIM SIMMONS 
VIOLET SIRON 
ROYAL SNAVELY 
CAREY SNYDER 
Bill STEPHENSON 
BRUCE STOKES 
LEANN SUTER 
ED THOMAS 
WALLACE THOMPSON 
RON NIE VAUGHAN 
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CECIL WAMPLER 
GENE WAMPLER 
JERRY WAMPUR 
MARGARET WAMPLER 
OOUG WENGER 
CAROL WERKING 
RUTH WICHAEL 
MILLIE WINE 
ARTHUR WINGFIELD 
CARLYLE WHITELOW 
LINDY WOOLFOLK 
HENRY WYANT 
JOHN YANCEY 
CAROLYN YATES 
ROLAND ZIMMERMAN 
----- Juniord  
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ri ght : Pat Squires, J oe Whitmore, Travis 
Brown, J a c:k Hinegard11er. 
PRESIDENT JACK HI NEGARDNER 
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS 
JACK HINEGARDNER . 
JOE W HITMORE 
PAT SQUIRES . . 
TRAVIS BROWN 
. ... President 
. Vice President 
. Secretary 
. . . Treasurer 
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Al ANTLITZ 
MARY LOU APl'EL 
GENE ARTHUR 
JOHN SAUGHER 
DAVE BEAMAN 
ANNABELLE BERG 
ANITA BERGHOLZ 
DARLENE BOWER 
JACK BOWMAN 
JANET BOWMAN 
TRAVIS BROWN 
SUE BURJ<HOLOER 
DOUG CHILCOAT 
BARBARA CLEARY 
FORREST COLLIER 
GAIL CONLON 
FRED OIEHL 
OOROTHY DOEHNER 
JANET DOVE 
ALLEN ORIVER 
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DAVID DUNCAN 
SALLY EBAUGH 
BILL ECKER 
MARVIN EOWARDS 
CECIL FIKE 
ROGERS FIKE 
JOYCE FITZWATER 
BOS FLORA 
WAYNE FLORA 
DALE FOSTER 
DICK FitANCIS 
KENNETH FREEMAN 
CAROL FUNK 
JOHN GARBER 
BEN GARST 
TOM GEIMAN 
TOM GILLI£ 
JOHN GLICK 
A LFRED GOOD 
HAROLD GOOD 
• 
~­
0 
l3 
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TED HALLOCK 
LANIER HALTERMAN 
WANDA HARMON 
Bill HARRISON 
LEROY HARSH 
BARBARA HARTMAN 
FLO HASTINGS 
ALLEGRA HESS 
IRVIN HESS 
JACK HINEGARDNER 
BOB HISERMAN 
JUDY HOLLEN 
iK)B HOLLOWAY 
KAY HORNER 
Bill HOOD 
WALLACE HOOK 
IVA HYLTON 
PAT JOHNSON 
DOROTHY JONES 
BILL KLINE 
124 
DO !<NOTI 
BARBARA KOOGLER 
NAOMI LANTZ 
EDDIE LYNN 
BETTY LYONS 
Bill McCARitlCK 
SONYA McOANli:l 
CHA~LES McFARLAND 
DALE MANKAMYER 
COitTLANOT MAUPIN 
Bill MAYO 
' ' -._ ___ -GRACIE MffiKER 
DORIS JEAN MILLER 
GLENN MILLER 
JACK MILLER 
JEWEL MILLER 
JOYCE MILLER 
LOIS MILLER 
ROBERT MO GOLD 
Bi l l MOSS 
- un caum • .___ ="·n:.:aa -:-.:.= 
~-----·---~~~~~~~~~ r/J,.iJ'Jewafer Co/fe'Je ..._............ ~ ~-z- ·=~~
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f>AlGE SNELL 
JIM SPERRY 
PAT SQUIRES 
JACK STAPLETON 
GERALD STUMP 
RICl-lARO SUTER 
JOE TALIAFERRO 
SANDY THACKER 
CATI-!¥ TUSING 
GENE UNOERWOOD 
SUE WEBSTER 
RAMONA WHETZEL 
SILL WHITACRE 
JOYCE WHITACRE 
AL WHITELOW 
BETIY DALE WH1TMERE 
JOIE WHITMORE 
MR WIGGINS 
PEGGY WILKINS 
MARJORIE W ILLIAMS 
808 W INTER 
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Seated: Mr. EdgM f. Wil~erson, freshma n Advisor;  
Dave Huffma11. Standing: Jean Bee9hly, Ken Huff.man,  
P'at Roop.  
PRESID ENT DAVE HUFFMAN 
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS  
DAVE HUFFMAN . . . President 
JEAN BEEGHLY . Vice President 
PAT ROOP . . . Secretary 
KEN HUFFMAN . . Treasurer 
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JEANNE ABBOTT 
DON A KAY ADAMS 
DONNA ALDERMAN 
Bill ALLMAN 
LeROY BAKER 
TULLY BALENGER 
DONALD BANKS 
SYLVIA BARRON 
CAROLYN BAUSERMAN 
LAWRENCE BAXTER 
JEAN BEEGHLY 
GEORG BERGEMANN 
BARBARA BLAND 
ALAN BLU T 
.f'flULA ROHi 
RICHARD BOHN 
BERNARD BOLT 
WILME.R BOTKIN 
LOIS BOWMAN 
WILLIAM BRITT 
JAY BROWN 
NANCY BRUBAKER 
DONALD BUC:KLEY 
VERNON BURKHOLDER 
GORDON BUSH 
JAMES BYRD 
WILLIAM CAMPER 
DAVID CASON 
B!J.IN:EWma COUUE-
13 
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DONNIE HARSH 
MARY HARSHBARGER 
ANNA HARTMAN 
PAT HENNING 
KURTZ HERSCH 
DEANNA HIGDON 
JAMES H ILLARD 
ROBERT HOLDEN 
DAVID HUFfMAN 
KENNHH HUFFMAN 
TOMMY HUFFMAN 
RICHARD JACOBS 
CONSTANCE JACOBY 
JANE JARRELS 
JO ANN JONES 
JAMES JORDAN 
LARRIE KLINE 
NANCY KNOTIS 
CAROLE LAKES 
EUGE E LANTZ 
DORIS LAWSON 
DAVID LAYMAN 
WAYNE LISKEY 
WALLACE LUTZ 
VIRGINIA MEADOWS 
GLORIA MEYERS 
ROBERT MILLER 
SAM MILLER 
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GERALD MILLS 
MARY MOSES 
DOLORES NORTHROP 
JAMES OGBURN 
DAVID OSBORNE 
ELINOR PElRY 
DAVID PICKETT 
DOROTHY i'OTI'ER 
JOHN RADER 
CHARLES REI NHOLD 
VIRGINIA ROBERTSON 
PAT ROOP 
KAREN SAGE61EL 
JOYCE SALY ER 
LESTER SAUNDERS 
CLIFFORD SCALES 
WILLIAM SCRUGGS 
RUSSELL SHEETS 
ALVIN SHIFFLETT 
BOYD SHIFfLITT 
BENNY SIMMONS 
DOUGLAS SMITH 
ERNEST SMITH 
PAULA SMITH 
JAMES SNOW 
IRVIN SOUTHERLY 
ELEANOR SPANGLER 
DUWARD STARKEY 
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RUTH STAUFER 
EDWIN STONE 
EDWARD TAZELAAR 
RICHARD THOMAS 
CHARLES THOMPSON 
DO ALO THOMPSON 
VIRGINIA TILLETTE 
LA.RRY TURNER 
SEWALL TYLER 
CHARLES VAUGHT 
ANTONIO VEGA 
RICHARD WALLS 
HELEN WAMPLER 
WILMA WAMPLER 
JOHN WIGGS 
LEWIS WIMMER 
PHILIP WINE 
CHARLIE MAC WOOD 
FREEDA WOOD 
JAME-S WOODS 
NANCY WORTMAN 
ELLA JEAN WRIGHT 
DORMAN WYANT 
WINONA YELTON 
DON YODE.R 
BYRON YOST 
JOE ZIMMERMAN 
WILLIAM ZIRI< 
- =--n:.:a-~~.,.~ .,.,...... 
~~~~~~~~ /J,.iJ'Jewaler Co/fe'Je .......... ~ ~ =~ 
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''R IPPLES''  
From the time we get up in the 
morning until we crawl wearily 
back into bed at night , our liours 
are crowded with work and play. 
We study .. . well occasiona lly 
. . . and of course there are 
teas, lyceums, dances and such. 
Once in a while there is occasion for recog-
nition and triumph. There's friendship for 
those who seek it and who doesn't here at 
Bridgewater? And . .. well, there's t he 
brisk fresh air . . . and that ecstat ic mo-
ment of suspense between " Blue Ridge, 
Third Floor" and the warm "Hello." 
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For here at Bridgewater we have found that 
understanding, knowledge, our individual 
peace , and the warmth of friendship that 
can't be found just anywhere .. . and, 
well , it seemed so easy to find t hese things 
here.... The place just seems to sort of 
grow on you. You aren't here very long be-
fore those once strange buildings become 
familiar and dear and beqin to belong to 
you .. somehow. But the people are what 
make life here worthwhile ... You can't 
work with, joke with; and live with them very 
long before they sort of grow into your 
heart. 
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The annual preschool conference brings the 
student leaders together with the faculty to 
analyze the college's problems and to plan 
for "Freshman Week." Part of the yearly 
ritual is Freshman Orientation and frantic 
enrollment days when we bend our advisor's 
ear, stand in those monotonous registration 
lines, and fearfully count pennies as we ac-
quire that first load of text books. But it's 
fun too, getting to know so many new peo-
ple and adjusting to the new ways of doing 
things . . . Yes, even wearing those bean-
ies is fun . .. especially when you're danc-
ing with that special girl 
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But eventually homework catches 
up with us . . . in the Library, in 
the C lassrooms, our own rooms, 
the Snadshop . . . Yes, every-
where! Chapel seems to thwart 
t he individuality of some, but to 
most of us it is a chance to medi-
tate, to find quiet, and to worship. 
The favorite class is still "Campus-
o logy" for there is always time for 
a special guy or g irl. 
All too soon our days at Bridgewater draw 
to their dose. We attend to our duties for 
the last time, take those final walks, see old 
familiar places and faces once more, and 
they seem dearer now than ever before. At 
last the time is here . .. Now we march to 
solemn music on our Graduation Day. The 
Ripples ebb away . . . The River is silent 
. . . It's over. The most wonderful years of 
our life. 
''RIPPLES OF 
COLLEGE DAYS'' 
I sat by the side of the river's edge,  
As the sun was sinking low;  
And I saw in the silvery wate r there  
The path of its golden glow. 
The wa rm s.outh wind swept slowly by 
As it chanted its little lay, 
And out on the placid waters there, 
The Ripples began their play. 
And across the silvery wate~ wide 
They dappled the golde n trail, 
And I cried , "O Time, with me abide! 
Let this fair scene prevail!" 
But over the golden highway fair, 
The Daylight passed away; 
And into the dingy twilight a ir, 
I lost her flid'ring ray. 
Yet out from another ang le soon, 
The Moonlight spread her gleam, 
And I saw beneath the silvery moon 
The rippling, rolling stream. 
And thus when the days we all revere, 
Have gathered their golden rays, 
May the Moonlight G leam still linger here 
O n the Ripples of College Days. 
- Russ.ell G . West, '22 
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' ' Cheese . .. .~·.· ..--.--.  
. on Toast · .-~ · .  /; {/er 
, • ;l(ake :~:~le e, 
..~.. 
BECK AND FIELDS BAKERY  
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA 
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SHENANDOAH'S PRIDE  
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Phone 4-7328 
THE VALLEY OF VIRGINIA CO-OPERATIVE  
MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION  
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
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BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE  
FIRST COEDUCATIONAL, LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 
Established in Virginia 
Member Southern Association 
Of Schools and Colleges 
Grants B.A. and B.S. Degrees 
Small Classes 
Modern Classrooms and Dormitories 
Athletics For All 
Religious Atmosphere 
Offers Teacher Training 
Music-Vocal and Instrumental 
Counseling Program And Placement 
MODERATE RATES 
Dr. Warren 0 . Bowman, President 
Bridgewater College 
Bridgewater, Virginia 
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CELANESE CORPORATION OF AMERICA  
BRIDGEWATIER PLAN f 
KNIITERS OF ARNEL THE NEW EASE-OF-CARE Fl BER 
MERCii & CO., INC.  
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS 
Stonewall Plant 
ELKTON, VIRGINIA 
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UNDER THE ORANGE ROOF 
You'll Find Something  
Specially Good  
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
U.S. 11 I Mile South 
PRES BROWN'S  
SPORT SHOP  
LEXINGTON, VA. 
Camera Suppli.es. 
Gifts-Toys-Novelties 
Sportswear 
Athletic Equipment 
Hunting-Fishing 
"Check Pres for the Best" 
Courtesy, Service and Quality 
Shengas Corporation 
BOTTLED GAS SERVICE 
Dial 4-6745  
180 E. Main St. Harrisonburg, Va.  
.INVESTMENT 
SECURITIES 
Nelson T. Huffman 
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA 
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W isl-i the G raduates 
of 1958 
All the benisons 
of a 
Free World 
COM PLIM ENTS  
O F  
STAUNTON  
DR. PEPPER BOTILING WORKS  
STAUNTON, VIRG INIA 
SMITH-HAYDEN CLEANERS, INC. 
BRI DGEWATER, VIRGINIA 
Dry C leaning Pressing Alterations 
Plants: BRIDGEWATER and HARRISONBURG 
" Exclusive STA-NU fin ishing Process adverlised in LI FE MAGAZINE" 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
The Beacon Press 
"We Specialize in Quality and Service" 
BRIDGEWATER. VIRGINIA 
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BEFORE YOU PAY MORE A ND GET LESS 
Check At 
MYERS FORD COMPANY  
A- I USED CARS & TRUCKS  
Elkton, Virginia Telephone 514 1 or 5151  
ZIRKLES  
PAINT-ARTIST'S SUPPLIES-PLASTIC WALL TILE  
DUTCH BOY PAINT PRODUCTS  
Phone 4-4578  
C O MPLIMENTS  
O F  
WORTHINGTON HARDWARE CO.  
I NCORPORATED 
WHOLESALE HARDWARE  
PHONE 5-9996 STAUNTON, VIRGINIA  
ROCKINGHAM CO-OPERATIVE FARM BUREAU, INC.  
"The House Co-Operation Built" 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA  
BRANCHES:  
TIMBERVILLE, VA. BRIDGEWATER, VA.  
ELKTON, VA. CROSS KEYS. VA.  
111 West Mar~et St. HarriS>onburg, Va. 
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Wampler Feed & Seed, Inc. 
TURKEY CONTRACTING 
Look for red W on large water tank at corporate limits  
On Route 42 Harrisonburg, Ya.  
COMPLIMENTS 
OF THE 
J. C. Penney Co. 
HARRISONBURG . VIRG INIA 
THE 
College Book Store 
AND 
The Snack Shop 
Join in Thanking You for Your Patronage 
JORDAN BROTH~ERS HATCHERY, INC. 
VANTRESS W HITE CROSSES  
ARBOR ACRES WHITE ROCKS  
TURKEY POUL TS  
Phone 5236 
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA 
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Recapping . . . . . . . . . . Vulcanizing 
Complete Tire Service 
GLEN SHOMO 
4-7 309-Phone-4-256 7 
530 N. Ma in St. 
Harrisonburg Vi rginia 
ESTABLISHED 19'23 
DERRER & MATHIAS, INC. 
HARRISONBURG'S 
NEWEST MEN'S CLOTHING STORE 
"Partners in Your Appearance" 
174 South Ma in St. 
Dial 4-6507 Ha rrisonburg 
JARRELLE'S SHOE STORE 
92 South Main Stree 
KARRISON BURG, VI RGINIA 
Velvet Step Shoes for Women 
City Club Shoes for Men 
Weathe.rbird Shoes for Children 
We G ive S & H Green Stamps 
C. T. RIDDEL 
LUMBER CO. 
The Home of 
"QUALITY" BUILDING MATERIALS 
BRIDGEWATER, VA. 
STAUNTON SPORT SHOP 
0. F. HESTER, Proprietor 
Dial 5-8b41 
The Valley's O ldest Sport Shop 
r West Frederic!: Street 
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA 
DOC'S TEA ROOM 
"Where Hie College Crowd Gathers" 
1007 S. Main Sfreel 
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 
COMPLIMENTS 
Of 
PURE VILLAGE COURT 
Tel. 4~7355 
Route rI, 5 Miles 
SOUTH OF HARRISONBURG, VA. 
ROY RIDDLEBERGER 
Plumbing and Heating 
Contractor 
620 N. Main Street 
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA 
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THOMAS HOUSE 
AND HOME BAKERY 
Table D'Hote Dinners 
We Specialize in Home-Cooked Food 
located on Route ~2 
DAYTON. VIRGINIA 
ICE CREAM 
Harrisonburg's largest Furniture 
and Roor Covering House 
... DENTONS ... 
Ve netian Shades Floor Coverings 
Furnifore 
LINOLEUM LUGGAGE 
We appreciate Your Patronage 
b I COURT SQUA RE 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
Plumbing Heating 
RIDDLEBERGER BROS. 
Telephone 4-2560 
904 SOUTH HIGH STREET 
HarTisonburg Virginia 
Pacific Mutual's 
NEW AND UNUSUAL SAVINGS 
PLAN 
Pays For 
Sickness • Accident • Hospitalization 
Old-Age, Death 
J . A. BOSSERMAN, Dist. Mgr. 
8 Hostetter Bldg. Tel. +-bHI 
HARRISONBURG. VA. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
BREEN'S WILLOWBANK 
Sandwich Shop & Motel 
SILVER GRILL 
MT. CRAWFORD 
SANDWICHES - DRI NKS 
FOOT-LONG HOT DOGS 
Curb Service 
7 AM. to 8 P.M. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
PLECKER'S FLORIST 
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COMPLIMENTS  
OF 
T. T. HERING  
PHOTOGRAPHERS  
FISHERSVILLE, VIRGINIA  
VALLEY CREAMERY  
Valley Gold Ice Cream  
and  
Massanutten Butter  
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
T52 
Harrisonburg  
Paint Store  
PAINTS WALLPAPER 
Phone 4-7243 919 S. High St. 
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 
DuPONT, KYANIZE AND U.S.G. 
Superior Bus Service  
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA  
LURAY, VA.  
Any Group - Any Where  
Charter Service to A!I States-0. C .-Canada  
Franchise Routes  
Franklin. W . Va. to Harrisonburg . Va. to Mathias, W. Va.  
E. A. JORDAN, Vice Pres. T. C. CRAUN, C.,shier 
C . E. SHULL. Pre sident-
E. M. HUFFMAN. Vice Pres. ROBT. HU TCHINSON . Asst. Cashie r 
THE PLANTERS BANK OF  
BRIDG,EWATER  
BRIDGEWATER. VIRGINIA  
DAYTON, VIRGINIA  
Member Federal Res.erve System-Member F. D. I. C .  
.ECHO RESTAURANT  
SPECIALIZING IN PAN FRIED CHICKEN, OLD VIRGINIA HAM 
and 
TASTY SANDWlCHES 
U.S. 11 Sout h Harrisonburg, Virginia  
Phone 4-7059  
L. R. SHULL & SON  
"We Move the Earth" 
EVACUATIONS OF ALL TYPES 
Bulldozers, Shovels, Loaders, Graders, Air Compressor'S- 
Heavy or Li9ht Machinery to Do Your Work  
Route 5, Staunton, Virginia Phone Tuxedo 6-0327  
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Bowman Coal Company 
All Sizes of Coal 
Phone 4116 Bridgewater, Virginia 
COMPUM ENTS  
OF  
George J. Robson 
We Specialize in, QuaHty, General Merchandise and Service 
Phone 9 J Bridgewater, Virginia  
We deliver free-freely  
Phone 4161 
SELLER'S FURNlTURE 
Everything for the Home 
BROADWAY, VIRGINIA 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
The Quality Shop 
MILES MUSIC STORE 
HAMMOND ORGANS 
Fine Pianos  
Everything for the Student Musician  
12'1 Newman Ave.  
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
PONTIAC  
Strato and Streak V-8  
SALES and SERVICE  
Where to buy them  
D.. S. THOMAS & SON 
Phone 4 151 Bridgewater, Virginia 
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NIELSEN CONSTRUCTION  
C.OMPANY  
o/  
EIJWARIJ E.OliER FOOIJS  
1480 Okie Street, N .. E. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
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COMPU MENTS 
Of 
THE BELLE MEADE  
RESTAURANT  
I & MOTEL 
I 
DEPT. STORE 
Harris.onburg, Va. 
Your Home of Better Values 
"//
Cong-ra lufafe:j 
and reminds you to h .s op in our store where 
your dolla r means more l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
l 
i 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
FOUR-WAY HATCHERY  
BelitsviHe & Bronze Poults  
Vantress Arbor-Acres Chicks  
Phone 2- 148 1  
BROADWAY, VIRG:INIA  
-
COMPLIMENTS 
IDEAL PU'RVEYORS  
665 Brooke Ave. 
BRONX, N.Y., N.Y. 
1S6 
REID STORES, INC. 
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA 
120 W. Beverley St. &42 Greenvi lle Ave. 
15-09 W. Beverley, St. 2303 N. Augusta St. 
Better Foods for Better Uving 
SNUFFY'S LUNCH 
"When bigger plates are made we will have 
them." 
MT. SIDNEY VIRGINIA 
HARRISONBURG  
GROCERY CO., INC.  
exdusively wholesale 
Phone 4-2555 
HARR·ISONBURG, VA. 
SONNY'S 66 SERVICE 
423 N. Main Sf. 
BRIDGEWATER, VA. 
Dial 2630 
Complete and Courteous Service 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
THE HARRISONBURG 
FRUIT AND PRODUCE 
THE SHENK HATCHERY 
White Vantress Crosses  
White Cornish Crosses  
on Arbor-Acre White Rock hens  
Phone 4-67 3 3 Harrisonburg, Va . 
The place to 90 to see a good show 
VIRGINIA THEATRE 
" A Stanley-Warner Theater"  
PLAYING THE PICK O' THE MOVIES  
Phone 4-4292  
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA  
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STEAKS CHOPS  
For Fine Home-Cooked Food  
HAZEL'S RESTAURANT 
VERONA. VA. 
Dial STAUNTON 5-9862  
Private Banquets-Business Meetings.  
CHICKEN SEA FOOD  
AIR-CONDITIONING  
Tuxedo 6-9862 
PATRONIZE OUR  
ADVERTIZERS  
SHICKEL MACHINE SHOP 
BRIDGEWATER. VIRGINIA 
Phone 5196 
WELDING-SAW REPAIRING 
THANKS TO EVERYONE  
WHO HELPED MAKE  
THE 1958 RIPPLES  
A SUCCESS  
KERMON THOMASON RANDY FENIMORE 
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THE1958 
RIPPLES 
PRINTED AND BOUND 
BY 
BENSON PRINTING CO.  
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 
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• 
ENGRAVING  
COMPANY  
ROANOKE , V I RGt, NIA 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
artists • engravers• designers e qf fine school and college year b-0oks 
Ok  
BRI~GEWATER  
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For Reference 
Not to be taken from this room 
l  t>. Hh1r•1ol• lrd<I  1(), "''"'of prnpo-ed  U r1111111r' for i\11 n 
TORY 
12. .Administration Annex 
I:l. Gcorl?'e B. Flory Residcnc-e 
1 L Cole Han 
l5. Home i\lanagement Honse 
16. College Aparlmi:nts 
l i'. Virginia O;;ie 
lrickkr Apartmenl · 
18. East Hall 
19. Rebecca HaJl 
zo. Blue Rid.ge Hall 
21. Science Hall 
22. ~orth Hall and Anne~ 
23. Colle~e Farm 
21. Robert J. Wright Cottatz1• 
.......-·----

